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CONFIDENTIAL REPORT OF CONDITIONS AMONG

THE POLES IN THE UNITED STATES

By Joux Dewey

Iwrropveriox

Occasion of Report

I recerven a telegram signed General Churchill on August 15,

1918, requesting me to come to Washington to place at the disposal

of the MilitaryIntelligence Bureau anyinformation in myposses-

sion on conditions among the Poles in this country. At various con-

ferences held on August 17 and some days of the ensuing week I

met Captains Uterhart and Dalrymple and Lieutenant Horgan.

During these conferences it appeared that the information which

I had to report covered a variety of. the branches of service and

also a number of matters that fell primarily within the province

of the State Department. Accordingly, Major Huntasked me to

make out a written report of the whole situation.

Two preliminary reports covering more urgent phases of the

matter have been handed in, one on August 19, regarding the

Detroit Convention, and another on August 23, on publicity for

Polish affairs. It will be found necessary to traverse some of

that material in the following report.

In preparing this report it has been necessaryto choose between

such condensation as mightfail to bring out thesignificanceof the

material and restatement of historical and other facts which are

alreadyfamiliar as matterof record. In view of the diversity and

complexity of interests concerned, it has seemed better to err, if

at all, in the direction of undue explanation.
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Sources of. Information

Mr. Albert C. Barnes, of Philadelphia, spoke to me in New York

City last April regarding the possibility of securing some well-

trained post-graduate students from Columbia University to

undertake a study during the summer months of conditions

among an immigrant group in Philadelphia. The Poles were

selected.

-

The main object of the inquiry was to ascertain forces

and conditions which operate against the development of a free

and democratie life among the members of this group, todiscover

the influences which kept them under external oppression and

control.

-

To quote from a letter written by Mr. Barnes: "The

idea would be to work out a practical plan, based upon first-

hand knowledge; to eliminate forces alien to democratic inter-

nationalism and to promote American ideals in accordance with

the principles announced by President Wilson in his various

public communications." As to method, he emphasized simply

the importance of competent scientific impartial inquiry.

-

Neither

then nor at any other time did Mr. Barnes give any instructions

as to specific points to be investigated, much less as to any par-

ticular kind of results to be attained.

In accordance with his request the following persons were

selected and after about a month's preliminarystudy on their part

of conditions in Philadelphia the following assignment of topics

made:

Mr. Brand Blanchard, religious conditions and the activity of

the church; Miss Frances Bradshaw, educational conditions,

including both public and parochial schools; Mrs. A. Levitas,

conditions affecting family life and women; Mr. Irwin Edman

began with a studyof general intellectual, esthetic and neighbor-

hood activities, but in connection with developments related below

graduallydiverted his energies to a study of conditions as affected

by international politics. In May, Mr. Barnes asked me to act

as adviser and general supervisor of the undertaking.

|

The inquiry

itself was set on foot on the fifteenth of May, 1918. In addition

to the persons mentioned above one of whom, Mrs. Levitas, is
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herself a Polish immigrant, persons were engaged both permanently

and for stated periods to act as interpreters and translators.

Other persons have been engaged in library research from time to

time, All of the active investigators livedin a house in the Polish

district during the studyof the immigrants.

Quite early in the inquiry a number of facts were discovered

which were blind and confusing. Inspite of the unity among the

Poles in support of the war, there were marked symptomsof strife

and unrest which nothing on the surface accounted for. Briefly

stated, we discovered much fear and intimidation in a certain

part of the Polish population, much manipulation and exploitation

in another part, together with much criticism of leaders whom

they were nominallyfollowing with much enthusiasm. Anattempt

to get at and understand these conditions obliged us to extend out

investigations to New York City and to Washington. What was

there discoverednecessitated an extension of the studyto European

and international conditions which were reflected upon this side.

It will be understood that this extension was not originally con-

templated and was entirely an outgrowth of local facts and

events unexpectedly encountered.

During the course of the inquiryvarious members of the organi-

zation have talked with scores of Poles, including leaders and

important persons of all factions so far as they were within geogra-

phical reach. Owing to the attempts spoken of below, which were

largely successful, to represent the Progressive and Democratic

party among the Poles as pro-German, the data used in the follow

ing report have been derivedfrom the conservative or Paderewski-

Smulski faction or confirmed from that source unless otherwise

indicated. In studying the European situation we have relied as

" far as possible upon books and documents of an independent source

and upon English, French and Swiss periodicals and newspapers.

In dealing with the European side we have had to rely more upon

the statements of the radical than of the conservative faction

because of the admittedly greater learning of the former. Material

from the radical source has, however, been used only where it was

possible to checkit up by independent documentary material.
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'The order of statement in the following Report reverses the course

taken in our inquiries and discoveries. "The Report begins with

European conditions and then takes up American conditions as

influenced thereby, and finally takes local, specific and immediate

conditions among the Poles in America which have a bearing

upon the disposition and morale of the Poles with respect to the

war, in that they breed dissension anddisturb the unity which is

desirable for efficient prosecution of the war.

In brief, the European aspect of the matteris the record of a

struggle which originated long before the war between a party of

the Poles whose chief policies were monarchical, reactionary and

clerical and a party which was radical, often revolutionary and

socialistic, anticlerical and republican.

-

As will appear below,

neither of the parties is especially favorable to the cause of the

Jews but the record of the conservative party is much the more

aggressivelyanti-Semitic. Both parties share the tendency among

all Poles to exaggerate territorial claims based upon events of past

history, some of them as old as the twelfth century, but the con-

servative party is the more imperialistic and extreme, being "Pan-

Polish." Since the Russian Revolution particularly, the radical

party has moderated its claims.

Upon the American side what we discovered was an alliance,

avowed and active, between that portion of the Polish clergy

which is opposed to and admittedly afraid of Americanization

along with a political group centered in Chicago, in the past

chieflyinterested in the finances of Polish organizations, with

the conservative European group. 'The prominent heads of this

alliance were Mr. and Mrs. Paderewski and the people immediately

associated with them.

On the other hand, there was a much smaller groupof radicals

affiliated with the revolutionarysocialistic group in Europe which

had been discredited by accusations of pro-Germanism to such

an extent that the Intelligence Bureau of the Government was

practicallyshut off from receiving information fromit and pre-

cluded from using its influence in industrial centers to allay

industrial unrest. -
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The local conditions observed in Philadelphia were found to

have their origin in the conflict between these two factions and

in discontent under external showof harmony with the Chicago-

Paderewski leadership. The bad conditions were accentuated by

the campaign of misrepresentation, public andprivate, carried on

against the members and adherents of the radical party.

A. Gexerat Evroreax Coxprrioxs as AFFECTING TE PoLES

їх mie UxiTeD STATES

1. It is unnecessary to recite the effects of the partition of Poland

between Russia, Germany and Austria except insofar as a state-

ment of the much more favorable condition of affairs in Galicia

under Austrian control throws light upon events related below.

Bearing in mind then that four million of Poles are German sub-

jects, four million Austrian and twelve million Russian, we have

the following marked contracts between Austria and Russia:

In Austria everygroup of Poles has its own public schools, sup-

ported by public taxes, where the teachers are Poles, the Polish

language is used and Polish history, geographyand literature are

regular school subjects. This holds of both elementary and high

schools, while Cracowhas its own Polish university. In Russian

Poland there is not a single public Polish school and no Polish

language or literature is allowed in anyschool. Polish universi-

ties once existing have been closed, and when the Russians con-

quered Galicia the Polish university at Lemberg was changed

over into a Russian one. In Galicia wherever the Polish popula-

tion predominated, the judges in the civil courts are Poles and

witnesses are allowed to use the Polish language. The civil

service throughout Galicia consists of Poles or Ukrainians. Polish

political clubs flourish freely. "There is complete manhoodsuffrage

and many delegates were elected to the Austrian Parliament.

Moreover, Galicia had its own provincial legislative Assembly

which in turn elected its own executive officers for the province,

generallyfour Poles to one Ukrainian. All of these features con-

trasted sharply and almost absolutely with the conditions under
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which the Poles lived in Russian Poland. The first Duma had a

parliamentary representation of Poles consisting of 36 members,

but in the third this was arbitrarilycut down to 12. Moreover,

the whole policy of Austria was to cater to the Poles. Inso doing

it was following its traditional policyof setting the various national-

ities in the Dual Kingdom over against each other. Thus the

Poles were doubtless favored at the expense of Bohemians,

Ukrainians, and Jugo-Slays. Almost every Austrian ministry had

at least two Poles in it. In fact, excepting for a certain amount of

economic exploitation and oppression, Poles under Austrian tule

enjoyed practically complete autonomywhile in Russia they were

subjected to the most exacting repressive measures. In addition

there was religious harmony between Poles and Austrians, while

in Russian Poland there was sharp religious and ecclesiastical

discord. In this connection it should be noted that the so-called

Constitutional Government in Russia was little morefavorable to

the Poles than strict autocracy had been and that the Constitu-

tional Democrats under Miliokov had no intention of granting

Poland political independence or freedom, contenting itself with

assurances of Home Rule under Russian control.

2. There was considerable economic and political friction

between the Poles and other subject nationalities. Germans and

Russians alike played the Lithuanians off against the Poles while,

as already indicated, the Austrian Government stimulated antag-

onism between the Ukrainians and the Poles. Even before the

war Germanyhad favored the Ukrainians wherever possible against

the Poles and had built up a strong pro-German partyin Ukrainia

which fact was later taken advantage of in the separate treaty

with Ukrainia.

The Jewish question is particularly acute in the Kingdom

of Poland-that is, Russian Poland. Poles claim that the

Russians had systematically used the Jews to foment internal

discord and that after the Jews were expelled from Russia great

masses of the Jews took advantage of their migration into Poland

to bring about an economic exploitation of the Poles, especiallyin

the countrydistricts. Eventhe liberal Poles claim that some Jews
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are not contented to agitate for personal and civil rights but wish

distinctive political rights as a national group on Polish territory.

They also claim that Russia has instigated them to this policy and

that the older generations of Jews born on Polish soil are entirely

loyal to the political cause of Poland. The Jews complain not

merelyof economic boycotts and civil disabilities but also of actual

persecution modeled after the Russian pogroms.

Up till recentlythere has beenfriction between Poles and Bohe-

mians. The Bohemian radicals have directed their revolutionary

activities against Austria and have pursued upon the whole a pro-

Russian and pro-Slav policy. In so doing they have frequently

argued against the independence of Poland, saying that Poland

should become united under the domination of Russia. It is a

matter of much grief and considerable resentment among the

Poles that Professor Masaryk, now the leader of the Czecho-

Slovaks, formerly expressed himself in this sense. Since the

Russian Revolution and since the pronouncements of the Italian

Conference at Rome and of Secretary Lansing, the relation

between the Poles and the Bohemians, in this country at least,

have undergone great improvement, and Czecho-Slovaks and

Jugo-Slavs and Poles seem now to be united in demanding political

independence and freedom for all three nationalities.

3. Aside from the ordinary division of political parties into

conservatives and progressives or liberals, the partysituation in

Poland, especially the Austrian part, was complicated by parties

whose main interest was in looking after the economic interests

of certain groups. In Galicia the peasants were especially well-

organized. Asidefrom these divisions, the important one and the

one which has affected American conditions was that into Activists

and Pa s. Up to thetime of the war, or at least two or three

years previously, practically all the populationin German Poland,

much the greater mass in Russian Poland and a considerable

majority in Galicia were Passivists-that is to say they had prac-

ticallygiven up all hope of political independence and were con-

cerned simply with obtaining from their respective governments

concessions regarding the use of language, educational facilities,
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economic improvements and nationalistic cultural development in

general.

For a long time practically the only Activist Party was that

headed bya group which started in Paris a revolutionary move-

ment in 1892. This party combined moderate socialism with

aspirations for a free and independent Poland. Their mainactivi-

ties were directed from the start against Russia as the country

which was most reactionary and which held the largest part of

Poland in subjection. Their socialism was of a nationalistic, not

an internationalistic, character because the party aimed first at

securing first a new national state for Poland. It was of a mod-

erate progressive rather than an extremeradical character as may

beseenfrom the platform adopted in 1892 to which this radical

party: has since adhered.

"An independent Polish Democratic Republic based on

the following principles: Direct, general and secret suffrage;

legislation by the people, including the initiative and refer-

endum; equalty of all citizens, regardless of sex, race, nation-

ality and religion; progressive income tax; an eight hour

working day, minimum wages, equal pay for men and women,

prohibition and child labor; gradual socialization of land,

of the means of transportation and production and of com-

munication."

 

The first factor in their strictly political program was attack

upon Russia. This group was very active in the abortive revolution

of 1905-6. Theyallied themselves with the revolutionists in Russia

proper and finally succeeded in stirring up an agitation in the

Kingdom of Poland which extended far beyond their own group.

When the revolution was crushed this manifestation of dislike of

Russia by Poland was usedto increase the oppression of Poles and

was also taken advantage of by the conservative and Pa

Partyto discredit the radical faction. The revolutionaryactivities

of the latter were pointedto as evidence of political immaturityand

bad judgment which, in turn, were declared to be thecauses of the

failure of Russia to yield a greater amount of political freedom

and local self-government to the Poles.
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The second item in their policy was the utilization of the

great amount of intellectual, civil and political freedom granted

the Poles by Austria to secure a jumping off place for the

future struggle for the freedom of Poland. 'They thus made

Galicia, especiallyafter 1906, the headquarters of their revolu-

tionary propaganda, extending even to the training of young

Poles in the manual of arms and military tactics. They also

used Galician autonomy to foster the idea of a new Poland

consisting of Russian and Austrian Poland which, while inde-

pendent, should be friendly to Austria and a buffer state against

Russia. There were and are various things in the internal policy

of Austria-Hungary. which made such a policy not impossible of

realization. It constitutes even now the basis of one of the

so-called Austriansolutions of the Polish problem as over against

  ss

 

the German solution.

The third item of the program was the addition of Prussian

Poland to the new state. "This was especiallydesired for economic

and industrial reasons on account of the mines in Prussian Silesia.

Thefourth and final aim was the formation of a federation which

should extendfrom the Baltic to the Black Sea. The Lithuanians

andUkrainianswere to be encouragedto be self-determining, as were

also the Esthonians and Letts, andthen all were to be encouraged

to join a federation which should extend clear from the north to

the south of Europe, making a complete barrier between Russia

andall the countryto the west. Poland would be the largest and

naturally the dominating state of this federation. This entire

program was planned, of course, to cover a very long period of

years in its realization. Its comprehensive scope caused this party

to be attacked as theorists and dreamers, while its gradual step-by-

step nature lent it to the opposite chargethat the party was exclu-

sively devoted to the interests of Austria, or even of Germany.

This latter charge was based upon ignoring all phases of the move-

ment excepting one, namely, the use of Austria as a basis of attack

upon Russia so as to secure the independence of Russian Poland.
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B. EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENTS DURING THE War

L Rerative то Russia BEFORE THE REVOLUTION. Immedi-

ately upon the outbreak of the war the conservative or Right

Wing Polish parties in Russia adhered enthusiastically to the

cause of Russia. The National Democrats, Realists and Polish

Progressives issued on August 7, 1914, a manifesto calling upon

all Poles to rallyto Russia against Germany. -After the proclama-

tion of the Russian Grand Duke in favor of the autonomyof

Poland under Russian sovereignty, members of this group issued a

manifesto on November 25, 1914 in which the following language

is used:

"One object confronted the nation: the unification of

Poland under the sceptre of the Russian Monarchy. Upon

this object our nation concentrates itself; toward this end

turn all its endeavors. . . . Therefore the undersigned

this day unite to form a Polish National Council, thus laying

the foundation of Poland's politieal organization."

Partly because of the prevalence of the Passivist attitude in

Russia, but even more because of the thoroughness of Russian

conscription, a very large army, said to amount to 700,000 soldiers,

was recruited in Russian Poland.

The renunciation of a completelyfree and independent Poland

in favor of home rule under Russian sovereignty naturally placed

the conservative parties which joined in signing it in good favor

not only with the Russian Government but with the Entente

Allies, especially Great Britain and France. It aroused, however,

the distrust of the Polish parties of the left. The latter constantly

pointed out that the proclamation was a purely military one,

being issued by the Commander-in-Chief of the Russian Army,

and had no political sanction or authority. They pointed also

to instructions sent from Petrograd to local Russian authorities

in Poland indicating that the Grand Ducal proclamation was to

make no difference in the methods of dealing with Polish subjects.

Atthe beginning of 1906, Mr. Maklakoff, who was later the Russian

„9
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Ambassador in France, declared in the Duma that the promise of

autonomyfor Poland was a hypocritical farce. The treatment of

the Poles in Galicia after the Russian conquest of that country

strengthened the conviction of a large number of Poles that the

Russian pretensions were insincere and that at most it was intended

to give even autonomyonly to German Poland.

This belief affected the attitude of the Poles, who wished for a

completely free Poland, through the Allies. There was general

discontent with the failure of the statesmen of the Allies in their

speeches claiming that the Allies were fighting for the freedom of

opppressed nationalities to make any specific reference to Poland.

This discontent was strengthened bytheofficial replyof the Allies

of January10, 1917 to President Wilson's request for a statement

of war aims, since the reply merely referred to the attitude of

Russia in the matter. In the French press a complete censorship

was exercised as to anydiscussion of the Polish question. This and

other facts made the Independent Poles believe that there was a

definite understanding on the part of the Allies to leave the settle-

ment of the Polish question wholly to Russia. This belief was of

course confirmed upon the publication by the Bolsheviki of the

so-called Secret Treaties in which the Entente Allies committed

themselves to an agreement with Russia that the problem of

Poland should not be raised at the Peace Conference. 'The critical

attitude thus developed towardthe Entente Allies is largely respon-

sible for the misrepresentation of the Poles who wish a completely

free Poland as pro-German. It is generallyclaimed that it was the

failure of the Entente Allies to make an unambiguous proclamation

in favor of a free Poland which gave Germanyits opportunity to

institute the Council of State and later the Regency in Russian

Poland and to carry on its propaganda to persuade the Poles

that the Central powers werethe truest friends of an independent

Poland.

II. Ввілттув ro Austria, The Radical Poles in Austria

were persuaded in the first years of the present decade that a war

between Austria and Russia was inevitable. Becauseof the favor-

able status of Poles in Austria, the extreme Russian oppression
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of the Kingdom of Poland and the larger population and size of

the Kingdom, they decided to favor Austria against Russia. An

anti-Russian propaganda was carried on, young Poles were

instructed in military tactics and the nucleus of a Polish Army

formed. In 1912 a delegation was sent from Galicia to London

stating thatin theease of a European war the Polish Independents

would favor Austria against Russia, and a delegation was sent to

the United States to enlist the support of the Polish migration in

this country. (See the paragraphs below regarding the formation

of the K. O. N.)

-

When war was declared, Polish military com-

panies were among the veryfirst to cross the boundaryline and

attack Ru Of the Legions, the more radical were grouped

under General Pilsudski, the more conservative under General

Haller. "The further fortunes of the Legions are related below,

but at this point it maybe remarked that it was until very recently

the policyof the National Democratic group in Europe and of the

clerical Paderewski-Smulski party in this country to denounce

Pilsudski as a German agent in spite of the fact that he is

the idol of very large numbers of Poles and that his name is

acclaimed -with that of Kosciusco. Since, however, General

Taller has found his wayto Paris and has become a member of the

Paris Committee, these earlier tactics have become embarras sing,

so that they have beendropped and there is a tendency to speak

more enthusiasticallyof General Piłsudski.

:

At the same time his

supporters both in this country and abroadare still denounced as

essentially pro-German.

III. Erreger or mis Russian Revoutzion. "There were three

stages in the development of the international polities of Poland

as affected bythe Russian Revolution. Inthe first stage there was

a much more generous andsincere recognition of an autonomous

Poland than the Tsar's government had ever given expressionto.

This was coupled, however, with two conditions:

First, that the boundary lines of the newstate of Poland were

to befixed by the Constituent Assemblyof Russia without any

representation of the independent state of Poland; second, that

there should be a military union for the future between Russia
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and Poland. The Council of state of Poland (see below) issued a

proclamation welcoming the new Russian Government and its

recognition of the principle of independence for Poland, but pro-

testing stronglyagainst the two conditions attached. The Com-

mittees of the parties of the Center and the Left also protested.

The secondstage of development was constituted bythe Social

Revolutionary Government under Kerensky. This government

made an out and out pronouncement in favor of a free, united

and independent Poland, made arrangements for a joint commis-

sion between Russia and Poland to liquidate outstanding affairs,

and began a movement to influence the Entente Allies to change

their former attitude and come out for a free and independent

Poland.

The third stage was constituted by the Bolsheviki Government.

The parties of the Left in Poland were highly sympathetic with

the Kerensky Government. Exactlythe opposite is true of their

relations with the Bolsheviki Government. This is accountedfor

on the following grounds: (1) As just stated, the radical parties in

Poland were sympathetic with the Kerenskyparty. They were

national socialists, not international socialists of the type repre-

sented by Lenine. There had been muchprevious friction between

the leaders of the socialist party in Poland and the international

(2) There was and is still a general belief that the

Bolsheviki leaders were directly under the control of Germany,

anda universal belief that the disintegrating social condition into

which Russia was thrown was playing directly into the hands of

Germany. (3) The Bolsheviki conspicuously ignored the cause

of Poland and its leaders in their peace negotiations with Germany.

With reference to the other oppressed nationalities in whose self-

determination the Bolsheviki professedgreat interest, it agreed in

article three of the peace treaty with Germany, that as respects

territory occupied by German troops: "Russia undertakes to

refrain from all interferences in the external affairs of those terri-

tories and leaves it to the Central Empires to determine their

future fate in agreement with their populations." Poland was of

course one of these occupied states and the Poles regard this
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article of the treaty as a cynical betrayal of their own interests.

(4) 'The Poles regard the Bolsheviki as largely responsible for the

cession of the province of Chelm to Ukrainia.

The following quotations from the official protest indicate its

general tone and showhowfar the Regency is from acting as a

mere subservient instrument of German interests.

-

"The inde-

pendent existence of Poland, her political life, her political and

economic vitality are made empty phrases. Her interests and

rights are ignored and her territorial integrity is not respected.

We swore to God to stand guard over Poland's happiness, liberty

and power. Conscious of our oath we today raise our voice in

protest before God andthe world, before mahkind and the tribunal

of history, andbefore the peoples of Austria and Germany, against

the new partition of Poland, refusing to sanction it and branding

it as an act of brutal violence." In the resignation of all the minis-

ters headed by Mr. Kucharzewski, constituting the Cabinet as a

protest against the same measure the following language is used:

"We judged it ourdutyto do everything in our power to gain some

influence on the course of the peace parleys, but we must state

thatit was beyond the power of the Polish Government to over-

come the forces which were hostile to Poland, forces which com-

bined to deal a blow against Poland by means of the treatyof

Brest-Litovsk. In viewof the peace treaty concluded by the two

Central Powers with Ukrainia, a treaty which effected a new

partition of Poland, it is impossible for us to remain anylonger in

our respective offices. . . > Todayis the moment of greatest

urgency for the people of Poland to consolidate itself and to rally

around the supreme national authority because of the blow which

has been dealt the Polish people. That supreme authority basing

itself upon the broadest masses of the people will mark out the

road for the nation to follow."

These statements are not meant in any Wayas a defense of the

Regency as a genuinely representative government of Poland.

Under German occupation it is clearly impossible for it to be com-

pletely a government of a free and independent Poland. But the

facts, which could be, multiplied almost indefinitely, raise a ques-
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tion as to the motives which prevent the Polish Agencies under the

control of Messrs. Dmoski and Paderewski from making known to

the world thegallantstruggle which the Regencyhas put up under

extremely hard conditions and still more the motives for insinuat-

ing that anyattachment whatever toit is proof of pro-Germanism.

In the end, these facts get back to Poland and this gratuitous mis-

representation perplexes the loyal Poles andreacts to the advan-

tage of Germany. Those who engage in these insinuations are

playing a part Germany would have play.

In spite of the antagonism of the Poles to the Bolsheviki which

is so extreme among all factions, conservative and radical alike,

that all have been in favor of strong, Allied, and even Japanese

intervention, the Russian Revolution marks a turning point in

the evolution of Polish international politics. It put an end to

the distinctly anti-Russian policy of the radical group and made

them ready to turn against Germany. It freed Austrianliberals,

including the Poles, from fear of Russia and made them willing

to change from their advocacyof Trialism (Poland as a thirdstate

of the Empire on the same level as Austria and Hungary) to an

independent Polish state consisting of the Kingdom of Poland and

Galicia. Its influence upon the Polish socialists and radicals in

the Austrian Parliament can best be brought out in connection

with the next topic, for its effect was closely combined with that

of the address to the Senate of President Wilson of January 22,

1917.

IV. ErrECT or PRESIDENT WIISON's DECLARATION OF JANUARY

22, 1917. The effect of the statement of President Wilson, that

he assumed thatthe statesmen of all nations were agreed upon the

necessity of a free, autonomous and united Poland, may perhaps

be judged from a paragraph from the telegram to President Wilson

of the Temporary Council of State of Poland under German occu-

pation: "For the first time in the present war the head of a mighty

neutral power who is the supreme representative of a great nation

declared officially that an independent Polish State is the only

just solution of the Polish question and an indispensable condition

of a lasting and just peace. For this wise and noble suggestion the
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"Temporary Council of State, as the nucleus of a state which is

again coming to life, brings you, Mr. President, in the name of the

Polish nation andits own name expression of its most profound

gratitude and respect."

-

The Municipal Council, the Polish

National Council and the associated democratic parties all tele-

graphed from Warsawto the same effect. Demonstrations took

place in Warsawbefore the United States Consulate. The demands

of the Council of State upon the German Governor-General were

 

moreurgent and positive from this time.

A still more marked effect (in conjunction with that of the

Russian Revolution) was that upon the Polish Parliamentary

Club in Galicia, an organization consisting of all of the Polish

representatives in the Austrian Parliament. Up to this time the

Poles had voted for the budget and in general, in return for con-

cessions, had supported the Austrian policy. Early in May Mr.

Dascynski, the headof the PolishSocialist Party, stated that the

Polish Parliamentary Club was losing the confidenceof the public

andthatit must now either openly declare for the government or

for the opposition and declared that no timidity must prevent the

Poles from safeguarding the honor and dignity of the Polish

nationality. On May 16 and 17 the Polish Parliamentary Club

held a meeting in Vienna at which three motions were presented,

the first from the conservative party in favor of a free, independent

and united Poland under the Hapsburg dynasty; the second, that,

since the government had declined to unite Galicia with the

Kingdom of Poland, the Polish Parliamentary Club would no

longer support the government. Neither of these motions passed.

The third was a general resolution in favor of a free and united

Poland with access to the sea and declaring that the Polish Parlia-

mentary Club would no longer support the government unless

there was a larger participation of Poles in the administration of

Galicia.

-

Shortly afterward, demonstrations were held in Cracow

and resolutions passedin favor of the re-establishment of an inde-

pendent Poland with access to the sea and declaring that the

re-establishment of the Polish state with the help of Austria would

secure for the latter a natural and enduring ally. In spite of the
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fact that access tothe sea could beobtained onlyat the expense of
Germanythe Austrian Government took no steps to interfere with
the demonstration. Since this time the radical party under the
headof Mr. Dascynski has become even more active in opposition
to the Austrian Government demanding that the latter should

coûperate in the formation of a free and independent Poland.

The cession by Austria-Hungaryof the Polish province of Chelm

to Ukrainia accentuated the antagonism of the Polish parties

against the Austrian Government.

V. Tie Gemvax Occuration, tae CoUNCIL or Stare axтик

REGENCY. On November 5, 1916, the Central Powers issued a

proclamation in favor of the independence of Poland, meaning of

course Russian Poland. At the same time they began an active

effort to get Poles enrolledin the German army. This was imme-
diately opposed by a proclamation of the parties of the Left

demanding that the newindependent state have its own govern-

ment and its own army under its own control and headed by
General Pilsudski.

-

In Januarythe secret military organization of

Pilsudski placed the Polish National Legions, which previously
had beenfighting with Austria against Russia, under the control

of the Council of State. In February the Council of State sent a

telegram to the Emperor of Austria demanding the transfer of the
Polish Army. When, in March, there was a rumor that Austria

intended to recall the Polish Legions into Austria, the Council

of State threatened to resign in a block on the 30th of March.
The Russian Revolutionary Government recognized the independ-

enceof Poland andthe Council of State replied as mentionedabove.
In April an Imperial Austrian decree was issued placing the Legions

under the commandof the German general Von Besseler. Soon
after the Council of State demanded the nomination of a regent
and suspendedits activities until a reply from the Central Powers

should be received.

-

At the sametime the Congress of the National
Council demanded a government and a national armytogether
with a convocation of a parliament. In July the agitation for the
Regencyincreased and also the demands for a less ambiguous
attitude on the part of Germany. The representatives of the
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parties of the Left (that is to say-the parties more directly con-

nected with General Pilsudski-see the section on the K. O. N.

below) resigned. On the Oth and 10th of July the Polish Legions

under Pilsudski refusedthe oath of brotherhood with the German

army and were interned, while on July 20 Pilsudski was arrested

and has beenin a German prison ever since, in spite of the frequent

demands of the radical parties that he be released as proof of the

goodfaith of Germany. In view of the constantace sations of pro-

Germanism brought against this radical party, the following quo-

tation from the proclamation of the parties of the Left of August

maybe quoted:

 

  

    

"This new violation of our rights by the Central Powers

is only one link more in the chain which has been forged by

their Polish policies.

-

Our belief will none the less persist in

spite of everything and will not permit this terrible war to

strengthen its chains. The will of the nation will triumph

over the tactics of the invaders. During the war the nation

has learned to appreciate better than ever before the value

of an independent existence. It will oppose with all of its

energy a policy of annexation which violates its rights. We

salute therefore the Legions, stolen from the country by the

brutal force of the Austrian-German alliance and eryaloud:

"Long Live Independence, long live Pilsudski and down with

the invader!"

"The Legions which did not threaten to revolt were withdrawn

into the Austrian Empire and for a time fought on the Italian

border. Subsequently they also first declined to obey orders and

later on actively revolted because of the treaty by which Chelm

was ceded to Ukrainia. Some who revolted were shot, others put

into prison, while a small remnant under General Haller fought

its way through, and General Haller is now a member of the Paris

Committee, associated with the factions which accused General

Pilsudski of pro-Germanism and are still making the same accusa~

tion against the political party which is following Pilsudski. There

is no reason to doubt the honesty and patriotism of General Haller

and his followers. But the fact that they took the oath when
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the more radical element refused it, shows lack of sincerity on

the part of the conservative faction which is now pointing

with great pride to the hero, General Haller, as one of its own

members.

After much hesitation and temporizing, the German authorities

under the pressure of the threat of the Council of State to resign

in a body, consented on the 12th of September, 1917, to the forma-

tion of a Regency. 'The three members were the Archbishopof

Warsaw, whose position placed him outside all party strife, Prince

Lubomirski, a representative of one of the aristocratic families of

Polandwho up to the time of the war had belonged to the Passivist

Partybut who had become an Activist under the stress of the war,

and Mr. Ostrowski, a distinguished jurist, one of the former six

Polish members of the Russian Council of State and the first

president of the Conservative Realist Party, connections with

which, however, he severed upon becoming a member of the

Regency. The Prime Minister was Mr. Kucharzewski.

_

He

belonged to the liberal Activist section, having left the National

Democrat Party in 1908 when the leader of the latter, Mr.

Dmowski, adopted a policy of conciliation toward the Russian

Tsarism.

Inorder to quiet the constant use of insinuations concerning the

pro-German character of the Regency andof all who give support

to it, it would be well to ask from Mr. Paderewski and his leading

supporters a written statement as to whether they regard the

Regency as other than loyal to Poland, doing the best it can

under difficult circumstances, and what evidence they have of its

being pro-German or consciously or unconsciouslya German tool.

Such a writtenstatement would make the issue one of ascertainable

facts and take it out of the realm of vague insinuations and per-

sonalattacks. It should be noted that the National Democrats in

Petrograd who have been in close contact with the Regency sent

their congratulations to the Regency "saying that it hails with

joy the taking into your hands of national affairs."

In spite of irresponsible rumors and insinuations to the con-

trary, no responsible authority has ever charged the Regency with
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ever being pro-German or as interested in anything else than an

independent and free Poland. Mr. Seyda, a recent delegate from

the Paris Committee to this country, expressly relieved the

Regency from any accusation of pro-Germanism. The Regency,

however, is attempting to maintain a government in a territory

which is under the military occupation of German forces andis

subject to constant pressure from the Germanauthorities.

-

Under

its conditions, it has pursued a balanced and somewhat compro-

mising policy. It has devoted itseli mainlyto matters of internal

improvement and education, reconstruction and civil administra-

tion, and while claiming for itself the right to maintain its own

foreign department, sending ambassadors to other countries, and

theright to maintain a national army, it has not pressed these

claims with any great vigor. While regarding itself as a nucleus

of the future government of the Polish State, it has not been

accused by any party of attempting to usurp the rights of the

future government.

All Polish parties in Poland welcomed the formation of the

Regency as furnishing at least the basis for the development of a

future free state. The radical parties soonwithdrew from active

support in all domestic matters andin the main have abstained

from anyparticipationin politics under the Regency. At the same

time they recognized the Regency as a nucleus of Polish sover-

eignty in distinction from any party: group which is formed in

non-Polish soil. "They justify their refusal to cooperate with the

Regency upon the ground that this policy enables the Regency

to bring greater pressure to bear uponthe German authorities and

wring more concessions from them. If the report is correct that

the Regency has recently. protested against the action of the

Versailles Council, it looks as if the Regency hadyielded more to

German pressure thanit had done earlier. On the other hand, it

is claimed. that vaccilating policy of the Regency has largely

grown out of the failure of the statesmenof the Allies to make a

joint proclamation repudiating in effect their previous policy of

entrusting the future of Polandto Russia and putting this squarely

beyond the policy of President Wilson for a free, united and inde-
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pendent Poland. Meantime the press reports from Europe show

increasing friction between Germany and Austria over the future

of Poland and anincreasing willingness on the part of Austria to

consent to a union of Galicia with the Kingdon of Poland as an

independent state whoseking, presumably, would be the Austrian

archbishop, Charles Stephen, whois regarded as having distinc-

tively Polish sympathies. It is not likely that Germany will

consent to this move as it will render the Dual Empire much less

amenable to Germancontrol in the future, and will also stir up a

continuallyincreasing desire of the inhabitants of German Poland

for secession and union with the new state. Should, however,

Germanybe forced to yield, the newkingdom would reinforce the

demandfor a definite official statement onthe part of all the allied

governments regarding the future of Poland in order to maintain

the loyaltyof Poles in Polandto the Allies.

 

C. Tie Paris Commrrrer axp tts Poricres

T. Tims Nartonat Dexocratie Parry.

-

This party which con-

stitutes the backbone of the Paris Committee described below, had

branches in all three parts of divided Poland. After an early

period in which its aspirations conformed moreclosely to its name

it became in each of the three divisions a party of accommodation

whose purpose was, through a good understanding with the govern-

ments of the respective countries, to secure concessions regarding

language, education and religion, a betterment of economic condi-

tions, etc. In short, it was a leading Passivist party. Mr.

Dmowski was the intellectual and practical leader of this party

in Russian Poland. Their general politics were also monarchical

anddistinctively conservative in all internal and economic matters.

The following from Leroy-Beaulieu's Empire of the Tsars is an

impartial statement from an authoritative French writer having

much sympathywith the views of this party. Speaking of the

National Democrats elected to the Russian Duma, he says that

they were-
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"the most conservative of all the parties assembled at the

Taurida Palace. Ina notorious article, Bjorson, in the Courier

European, even accused them of being secretly in the service

of the Russian Government. There are of course Socialists,

Radicals, Progressives, and Revolutionaries in Poland as in

all other countries, but in this case they had boycotted the

elections and the electors were loyal and Catholic Poles.

Almost alone in the first Duma they opposed the new agrarian

laws, passed in the interests of the moujiks, while in the

second they acted with the parties of the center. "Thanks to

their agreement, the Budget was seriously considered and its

passage rendered certain. The explained that they voted

for a large army, because they believedin a strong Empire."

 

Between the second and third Dumas the National Democrats

under Dmowski's lead becameso co vative that they ceased

even to work with the Russian " Cadets" for cons itutional reform,

and became allied with the Octobrists. This affiliation with

Tsardom was so extreme that it led to the secession spoken. of

above. At the beginning of the war Mr. Dmowski and others of

his party came out for a Poland under the control of the Tsar in

the manifesto referred to above. After an earlier period in which

the center of Mr. Dmowski's political activities was in Austria,

he stood consistently for 2 pro-Russian and anti-Germanpolicy.

endeavoring to persuade the Russian authorities that the German

menace was such that it could best be met by cone i

Poles that would make them strong adherents, political and mili-

tary, of Russia. This policy met with practically no success. It

is universally believed that Germany and Russia had a common

understanding withreference to the treatment of Poland, namely,

that neither country should make any concessions to its Polish

subjects and would useall its influence to discourage agitation,

even among the Polish subjects of its neighbor.

-

Many believe

that this understanding continued even during the war, up to the

time of the Russian Revolution.

Mr. Dmowski was also well known in connection with anti-

semitic activities in Poland.

-

His enemies claim that he promoted

   

  

sions to the  
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the introduction of Russian methods of persecuting the Jews,

including the organization of Black Hundreds and pogroms. His

supporters indignantlydenythelatter charge and claim that aside

from literaryattacks upon the Jews, he has confined himself to

theorganization of an economic boycott. In connection with the

German occupation of Russian Poland there was a general exodus

of politicians to Switzerland and Paris.

П. Formation or tie Paris Comrrree. Та May, 1917, the

Lausanne Agency of the National Democrats and allied parties

sent a memorandum of instructions to the affiliated group in

Warsaw, in which there is sketched the plan for the organization

which later developed into the present Paris Committee. The

occasion for the formation of this group is stated in the memor-

andum as follows:

"In Paris, unfortunately, there are certain Poles who are

working political mischief there, since they have the greatest

influence. Theyare called 'franctireurs' by some representa-

tives of the French Government but they have openings

everywhere and enjoy a good repute. 'To counteract their

obnoxious activityit is planned to organize in Paris a Polish

representative body which will, as a group, take uponitself

the work carried on byindividuals. This collective body will

be known as the Polish House. Its director in Paris will be

Count Zamoyski."

It is understoodthat the influential bodyof Poles whose mis-

chief-making activities had to be conteracted were the Union of

Polish Democrats, who constituted the least extreme branch of

the Republican Left among the Polish parties. Dr. Motz and the

distinguished scientific woman, Mme. Curie, were among the

leaders of this group. The politician with whom theyare said to

have too great influence is understoodto be Clemenceau, who at

that time was outside the Government, The memorandum of

May, 1917, contains a general survey of the politics of the Polish

situation, including the relations of thevarious governments of the

Allied Nations to the Polish question. 'The report boasts particu-
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larly of the great influence of the National Democrats with the

British Government andsays

"The center of gravity of the Polish cause lies in London."

It deplores the fact that Lloyd George is not yet won over to

the Polish cause and claims thathe is under theinfluenceof Liberal

Jewish circles.

-

Regarding the United States, it that the

United States is pursuing a bold and far-secing policy in Russia

and is thinking of commercial expansion there. With reference

to domestiepolities it says:

  

"The Poles here voted for Wilson at the last election and

he is grateful to them for it and values them highly. Pader-

wski has considerable influence on him and when conversing

with him the President called the Act of November 5th a

"dirty German trick." From thi incident arose the famous

andsincere declaration of the President; the influenceof the

United States in view of its entrance into the war will be

predominant. . . The Polish Central Council has elected

a National Department which works hand in hand with the

Lausanne Agency (see below). This department has declared

that the Polish Nation is its first leader and after that the

Lausanne Agency. It demands the creation of a powerful

mational government outside the boundaries of Poland to

whose authority it wishes to submit itself.

|

Mr. Smulski, who

possesses great influence, is the President of the National

Department.

-

Here, as everywhere, the Jews harm all work

done for the benefit of Poland. Fortunately, a strong anti-

Semitic movement is under way here."

  

 

   

 

In viewof the attacks of the conservative partyaffiliated with

Dmowski's group both in Europe and in this country upon the

radical partyfor criticizing the Allies' subordinationof the Polish

question to Russianinterests, it is interesting to note the following:

"The attitude of the Quadruple Alliance to Poland is not

based upon the ideals of the freedom of Peoples, the rights of

nations, etc., but upon national egotisms, the interests of the

states of the Alliance, individually and collectively."
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III. Comrosrriox or Tie Paris CoMMTTTEE. 'The efforts of

Mr. Dmowski and his associates were successful to the extent of

gaining a certain official recognition of the Paris Committee on

the part of the French and British Governments and through

themof the United States Government. Although, as will appear

below, the recognition so far extended is much less than that

desired by the Paris Committee itself. Везде Мг. Dmowski and

«General Haller, who was also a National Democrat, the following

are among the more importantmembers of the Committee: Mr.

Seyda, who was for a long time the editor of the National Demo-

cratic organin Posen, in German Poland, and who, in conformity

with the policyof the National Democrats, used the paper to bring

about better relations between German Poland and the German

Government. His brother, at last reports, was at the head of the

Polish Parliamentary Clubin Berlin, which has stood for the same

policy. Mr. Piltz was, in the 80's and 90's, not merely a political

supporter of the Russian Government, but is said to have been

directly in the payof Russia. At all events, in 1901, a pamphlet

ssued in Russia under theauspices of a group with which Mr.

Dmowski was at that time associated which reprints freely from

the pages of a memorial submitted by Mr. Piltz to the Russian

Government in which he recites the services which he and his

journal had rendered to the Russian cause, including attacks upon

Poles who had dreams of the reéstablishment of Poland. Mr.

Piltz is the member of the Paris Committee upon whom most

bitter personal attacks are made because of his prior record. Mr.

Skermunt who, in earlier days, was a member of a party of Com-

promisists with Russia of such an extreme type that in 1908 they

were criticized even by Mr. Dmow Count Zamoyski, a Na-

tional Democrat, not previously active in politics, but one of the

richest men in Poland and indeed in Europe, Mr. Kozciski, a

former editor of the organof the National Democrats in Lemberg,

Galicia. Mr. Rozwadowska, a cousin of a former Austrian Consul

in New York, also a National Democrat from Galicia and a landed

proprietor. Major Franczek is a representative from the United

States, formerly a health commissioner in Buffalo, but not other-

  

 

  was
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wise especially prominent in Americanor Polish-American affairs.

Mr. Paderewski, the great musical artist, is also a member of the

Committee and its official delegate in the United States. He had

earlier relations with Mr. Dmowski and his associates in Switzer-

land, and is charged by his enemies with having shared Mr.

TDmowski's anti-Semitic proclivities, especially through ownership

of an anti-Semitic journal in Warsaw. This he denies.

Inviewof the ten or a dozen different political parties in Poland;

and the fact that the National Democrats are only one of the

several parties of the Right Wing, the very large number of

National Democrats on the Committee is striking. When fol-

lowers of the Paris Committee, including Messrs. Paderewski and

Dmowski, were asked about the apparently one-sided nature of

the Committee and their attention was called to accusations that

it was unrepresentative, the replies took the following form:

First, a denial thatit was unrepresentative and a statement that

but four or five of the eleven members of the Committee were

National Democrats. This calculation seems to be based upon

including only National Democrats
from the Kingdom of Poland and

treating National Democrats from Galicia and Prussian Poland

not as National Democrats but as representatives of these two

parts of Poland. After a general denial it was admitted that

members of the parties of the Left and even of the Moderate

Democrats of the Center were not found upon the Committee.

This lack of representation was said to be due to the fact that

these parties had no statesmen of sufficient prominence or else hada

pro-German record. When attention was called to politicians of

considerable prominence outside the National Democratic Party,

the thirdand final position taken was thatthe present Committee

had made an attempt to become more representative by including

persons from groups not now represented but that (a) groups

invited had refused to send delegates unless they had a sufficient

number to control the Committee and (b) that the suggestion of

representatives like Dr. Motz of the Union of Polish Democrats

and Mr. Dascynski, the leader of the Austrian Socialists, had been

turned downeither by the British Government or by the General
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Staffs of the British and French Armies. "The radical groups on

the other hand claim that every efort has been made to keep

themfrom having any membership on the Committee and, more

than that, to carry on a malicious campaign of misrepresentation

which wouldshut them out from any hearing andinfluence with

the Allied Governments. It is obviously impossible for anyone

excepting a person having some official authority to get at the

truth of these varied statements and counter-statements.

In view, however, of a war waged in behalf of democracy and

the freedom of oppressed nationalities, the query naturally per-

asists as to whya group which is monarchical, representative of

conservative economic interests and largely anti-Semitic should

occupy such an important semi-official political status? The

inferences which occur on the face of the matter and apart from

official knowledge are that the pro-Russian interest of this group

before the war andin theearlyyears of the war gave them a some-

what privileged position as long as Russia was one of the Allies

and in a position to dominate the attitude of the Allies on the

Polishquestion. This group hadaccess to the Russian ambassadors

in Paris and London denied to the representatives of the Demo-

cratic, to say nothing of the radical and socialistic groups.

.

This

privileged position, having once been obtained, it naturally per-

sisted in spite of the changes brought about bythe Russian Rew-

lution and the entrance of America into the war.

In this connection it maybe noted that Mr. Paderewski is quite

indignant because the radical press harps upon the fact that he

invited Mr. Iswolsky, the Russian Ambassador at Paris and a well

known enemyof the Polish cause, to act "hairman of the French

Committee of Relief for Polish Sufferers. He says that Mr.

Iswolsky is a personalenemyof his and that he did not invite him

until numerous and high French political authorities had told him

that it would be practically impossible for a committee to be

formed under the sanction of the French Government until it had

first received the sanction of Mr. Iswolsky.

-

Moreover, any com-

mittee once formed, which has received anyofficial acknowledge-

ment whatsoever tends, from the very conveniences of the situa- „o
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tion, to have its powers enlarged. Especially is this true on the

military side. "The Polish Army made it necessary to have some-

one who would speak with someofficial weight on Polish matters,

and the military authorities would not be particularly interested

in the political constitution of the committee as long as the com-

mittee existed with which it could do business. I do not knowof

anyreasonfor attaching especial weightto theclaims of the instruc-

tions of the Lausanne Agency, that Messrs. Seyda and Horodyski,

at present an official in the English Foreign Office and formerly

connected in some way with the National Democrats, have had

a predominant influence in London. The same memorandum

states, however, that the Posen Journal, edited by Mr. Seyda, is

carefullyreadat the Foreign Office andis one of the British chief

sources of information about Polishaffairs.

In case any Continental power is persuadedthat a monarchy of

some sort is to be restored in Russia, and that a conservative

regime is to emerge from the present chaos, the interest of such a

power in the independence of Poland might be subordinate to its

interest in a Poland which should be in quasi-military vassalage

to Russia in order to secure a stronger oppositionto the pretensions

of Germany in the east. Considering, however, the understand-

ing that there has always been in the past between Germany and

reactionary Russia over the Polish question, and considering the

great probability that a reactionary Russia would sometime in

the future become an allyof an imperalistic Germany, this would

bea short-sighted policy in comparison with the policyof encour-

aging a number of federated free states which should come between

Germany and Russia and which would be the natural allies of

   

western democraci

In any case, the ambition of this Paris Committee to become

the Foreign Office and the War Department of the new govern-

ment of Poland is established through the utterances of representa-

tive members of the Committee, especially through an authorita-

tive interviewwith Mr. Seyda whenin this country. The further-

ance of this ambition through securing the support of the American.

Poles was one of the chief reasons for the calling of the Detroit
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Convention. Although Mr. Seyda disclaimed the desire of the

Committee to be itself the government of the newstate of Poland,

the Polish press agencies spoke of it during the Detroit Convention

as the Polish Provisional Government. The effect of this ambition

andclaim has been to accentuate factionalanimosities. The repre-

sentative character of the Paris Committee has beendenied bya

great majority of the Polish groups in Poland, by the Poles in

Russia proper, by the majority of Polish societies in France and

bythe largest Polish Club in London. "The democratic andradical

groups accuse the Paris Committee of taking advantage of the

somewhat accidentallywon privileged position to favor their own

political ambitions and the fortunes of a faction which is ultra-

conservative. It is argued that if the grouprealizes its ambition

to be recognized bythe Allied Governments as the Foreign and

War Departments of the new State of Polandit would logically

entitle this group to take its place at the Peace Conference as the

official representatives of the new State of Poland, and that this

fact explains their great present activity, particularlytheir violent

denunciations of all those who will not render themfull allegiance.

As is stated below, analliance consummatedin 1915 at Lausanne

between this group and the representatives of the clerical party

among the American Poles has given this Paris Committee great

prestige andinfluence on Americansoil andis largely responsible

for the bitter dissensions which nowexist.

-

While opinion which

is not ex parte is difficult to get, there is good groundfor believing

that anyfurther recognition of this Paris Committee would weaken

thecauseof the Allies in Poland proper and produce an alienation

which would be particularly disastrous in case Germany: should

accede to the Austrian proposition of an independent Poland under

Charles Stephen.

 

   

D. Pouisu Coxprrioxs 1x tur Untred States

І. Cuarxcrer or Poruratiox. -The census doesnot of course

list Poles as Poles. Consequentlythereis a great variation in the

estimates of the population, of Polish birth and descent in the
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United States, the figures running from three and a half to four

anda half and even five millions. A fair estimate puts the number

at 3,800,000. Polish immigrants are largely of peasant origin

and although nowlargely located in industrial centers, continue

their prior devotion to owning land. One of their chief ambitions

is to owntheir own houses, and while they come to this country

in large measure intending to return, as a rule they change their

minds andsettle down after becoming household owners. There is

general agreement among the Polish leaders that the change from

peasant conditions to congested city life has a deteriorating effect,

intellectual and moral, upon the immigrants, especiallythechildren

of the first generation.

-

Апу governmentalor semi-governmental

agency which would secure a distribution of Polish peasants

through the rural districts of the United States with the oppor-

tunity of owing their own farms would be generally welcome

The Poles are especially represented in the mining and steel

industries, and at the present time they are prominent in ship-

building and munition making. So far as the great mass of the

Polish populationis concerned, the question of originin Russian,

German or Austrian Poland respectively is of no special impor-

tance. "The unity of language,of religious worship andof devotion

to past national history outweigh the differences of origin. At the

present time, however, this latter difference is a source of consider-

able friction because Austrian and German Poles are, technically,

alien enemies. The number of German Poles is comparatively

small, but the Austrian Poles who feel themselves as patriotic as

the Russian Poles feel that they are being discriminated against,

especially in important war industries, without justification.

11. ORGANIZATION AMONG America® Pores,

-

Preliminaryto a

brief sketch of the main organizations which will be given below,

in the next section, it may be said that Poles in this countryare

not well organized. "They compare very unfavorably in this respect

with the Jews, Bohemians, Russians andeven Italians.

-

Consider-

ably less than 10per cent. of the Poles belong to any organization

having a national membership of any kind, beneficiary, ecelesias-

tical or political. "This fact makes it easier for the leaders of the
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small number oforganized Poles to manipulate the Poles as a whole

and to profess to speak in their name. The history of Polish

in this countryis very complicated. It presents a

series of secessions, alliances, splits andfights within organization.

Three factor em to have chiefly operated in bringing about the

succession of changes.

1. Financial. The largest and most important organizations

have had to do with beneficiary funds. The primary aim was to

assist newly arrived Polish immigrants in facing their strange and

difficult economic conditions. These beneficiaryactivities include

building andloan associations, protection against sickness, death,

etc. In the years immediately preceding the outbreak of the war,

an organization was formed for raising and sending funds to

Europe to beused there for propaganda and in behalf of a free and

independent Poland and for military training in connection there-

with.

-

The war itself has of course added the raising of funds for

Polish relief.

2. Clerical. 'This head cannot be strictly separated from the

previous, for the first great split, that between the Polish National

Alliance and the Polish Roman Catholic Alliance came about

through dissensions concerning the control of finances which led

to the formation of the Roman Catholic Alliance as a neworganiza-

tion. In general, these organizations are clerical in the sense of

interesting parish priests rather than involving general church

policies or the activities of the hierarchy. In fact in domestic

matters there is a good deal of friction between the Polish priests,

the Irish priests and the hierarchy. Poles point to the fact that they

have but one Catholic bishop and claim that Trish and Germans

are constantlyfavored at their expense.. There is also a gooddeal

of friction between the Polish clergy and the Irish on the subject

of Americanization which the latter favor, and the former, espe-

ciallythe parish priests of the older generation, who were them-

selves born in Poland, oppose. So far as any general statement

can be made onsuch a complicated matter, the fear of Americani-

zation is not directed at American political and social life uch

but is due to the belief that Americanization would lessen the

organization  
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personal and direct control of the parish priests over their own

flock.

-

While there is a numerous and powerful Protestant group

in Prussian Silesia, the Protestants are not represented in any

number among the Poles in this country. "This has the unfortunate

effect of encouraging factional strife along religious lines for, there

being nothing which might be called a religious middle class, there

is a sharp division into clericals and anti-clericals, running through

the whole intellectual and moral life of the Poles, including the

Polish press.

3. Political. "This, upon the whole, has been a decidedlysub-

ordinatefactor, especiallyso far as domestic politics are concerned.

Upon the whole the Polish population has givenits votes to the

tepublican Party.

.

The headquarters of Polish affairs in general

are in Chicago, and Mr. Smulski, who has been very influential

in Polish affairs, has beencloselyaffiliated withthe local republican

machine. In the Philadelphia district, with the exception of a

socialistie group, the Poles were practicallyentirely under thecon-

trol of the Penrose machine until someof the Polish clubs recently

went over to the Vare faction. In the campaign of 1912 the

advertising agent of the daily which was the organof the Polish

National Alliance tookthe sum of $5000 for backing the republican

candidate for president of the United States. Although a motion

was passed at the convention of the Alliance that the money

should be returned, it is stated that the Polish National Alliance

never complied with the resolution, due, it is charged, to the

influence of Smulski.

111. Cunee Oreaxtzations.

-

The Polish National Alliance was

the first formed andis still the largest. It was formedin the 30's

to promote the general interest of the immigrants which, for a

long time, it did very successfully. During the Civil War it made a

fine patriotic record. 'The next largest organization is the Polish

Roman Catholic Alliance or Union, which, as already stated, split

off, due primarily to a dispute as to whether laymen or priests

should have primaryfinancial control. For a number of years a

fierce struggle was carried on between the National Alliance and
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the Roman Catholic Alliance, until, under considerations related

shortly below, the Roman Catholic Alliance virtuallygot control

of the National Alliance. Up to 1912, the only organization of

Poles in the United States which took an active interest in Euro-

pean Polish politics was the Alliance of Polish Falcons or Sokols.

The original purpose was the military training of youth with an

ultimate view for the struggle for Polish independence. As the

prospects for Polish independence became more and more remote

the societies became more of the nature of the Germanturnverein.

The athletic interest was not verystrong and the societies did not

prosper. Moreover, about 1905, there was a split between the

so-called free Falcons whose headquarters were Pittsburg and the

oldline Falcons, whose headquarters were Chicago and who were

prettycloselyaffiliated with the Polish NationalAlliance. In 1912

the development of a revolutionary movement in Galicia began

to haveits reflex effect upon this side anda convention was called

to meet at Pittsburg to reunite the two branches for the purpose

of again engaging in' active supportof therevolutionary movement

abroad. At the same dates a meeting was called, alsoto convene

at Pittsburg, under clerical auspices, to represent all the Poles

of America. Meantime representatives of the Pilsudski radical

party in the United States came to an understandingwith the more

nationalistic part of the Polish National Alliance and with a minor

group, the Polish Young Men's Alliance, to attempt to bring about

a union not merely between the twogroups of Falcons butbetween

them and the larger convention of Poles. The aim was to unify

all immigrant groups in America whatsoever in support of the Euro-

pean movement for a free and independent Poland. Mr. Debski,

a naturalized American citizen, represented General Pilsudski

at the convention and so great an enthusiasm for an independent

Poland was created that a new and unified organization was

formed. 'This was the Committee of National Defense generally

known from the intitials of the corresponding Polish words, K. O. N.

This organization was created then in Pittsburg, December, 1912,

and was the first generalorganization in this country having the
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independence of Poland as its object. The following resolution

was passed:

"Since we are thousands of miles away from our native

country and cannot acti ly participate in the national

policy, we submit to the direction of the united independent

parties in Poland who were represented at Zachopane in the

fall of 1912 by their delegates and who are now creating a

military fund for the Polish Army. In accordance with the

political program of the above mentioned parties, we pledge

ourselves to assist by all means the revolutionary movement

against Russia, the greatest enemy of Poland, the represen-

tative of oppression, barbarism, darkness and absolutism in

Europe and of de-nationalization.

.

For the purposes of giving

our help to this movement we herewith create the Committee

of National Defense. Long live the armed struggle, long live

liberty.

-

Longlive the independent Republic of Poland."

 

   

The above resolution was accepted with a sworn oath by repre-

sentatives of all Polish parties in America, "The president of the

Polish National Alliance was elected president, the president of

the Polish Catholic Alliance. treasurer, and Bishop Rhode was

made its honorary president.

In view of these facts, which can easily be substantiated. by

reference to historical documents, it appears either that those who

nowrepresent the K. O. N. as having been formed under Austrian

auspices and through the activities of Austrian delegates in this

country, and even financially supported by the Austrian Embassy,

are guilty of wilful falsification, or else that the representatives of

the PolishAlliance and of the clerical organizations whoare now

making these statements about the K. O. N. were themselves in

1912 wilfully guilty of representing a movement undertaken in

behalf of Austria as one undertaken in behalf of a free andinde-

pendent Poland. As between these two alternatives, choice is

easy.

In June, 1913 the clerical members of the К. О. N. seceded.

Their opponents claim that the secession was due to inability to

control the new organization for their own purposes. At the same

2
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time the National Council was formed. The character of this

National Council is seen in the following words taken from their

ownofficial report: "The National Council has beencreated by

organizations at whose head stands the Polish Roman Catholic

Alliance under the protectionof the holy heart of Jesus." Mean-

time, the Polish Alliance found itself between two fires, that of

the more radical element among the immigrants together with

those most interestedin the revolutionarystruggle for free Poland,

and the Catholic Alliance on the other hand. In the years of

1913 and 1914 it practically surrendered to the Roman Catholic

Alliance and in the latter year also seceded from the K. O. N. "The

subsequent official report of the Roman Catholic Alliance congratu-

lates itself upon the virtual surrender of the National Alliance.

Meantime, in the spring of 1914, representatives of the more

reactionary groups went to Europe and there formed the connec-

tion between the Polish National Alliance and the National Demo-

cratic group which is referred to in the Lausanne memorandum of

May, 1917, as stated above. The foreign politics of the Alliance

then ceased to be anti-Russian and becamepro-Tsar. The exist-

ence of this affiliation is confirmed from American as well as

European sources. The report of the National Council uses the

following language:

 

"We address ourselves to those who represent in all three

partitions the decisive majority of the nation and who are

united in their aims, the National Councils in Galicia andin

German Poland and the National Democracyin the Kingdom.
Our presss bureau is in close contact with the corresponding
institutions of the National Council in London, Paris, Rome
and Zurich."

Omittingthe flourish about the " decisive majority," this passage

shows clearlythe conservative affiliations of the National Council.

Although it became under these auspices pro-Russian, it did not

take a stand in favor of the Allies.

-

It warned the Polish immigrants

from sending their hard-earned moneyfor relief purposes to any

of the countries visited by the war excepting Poland.

mute
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The National Council came out at the same time openly and

avowedly against Americanization.

"The Poles from the fourth part of Poland, the Poles in

America, must above all struggle against the abuse of Ameri-

can liberty. From this grows an indifference toward Poland

and, at last, total Americanization.

"We have here English-American educational institutions

which blind us with their oficial status and perhaps appeal

to our pocketbooks by means of their free education. Thus

they kill the voice in the depthof our conscience. which. causes

us to sacrifice ourselves for our native country

"We give our children to be guided by. strangers; we

transplant them into a strange soil where they unfortunately

assimilate strangefluids, lose their Polishelements and gradu-

allyare lost. thus loses her children and

if the movement goes on that terrible moment will finally

come when the Poles in this country will cease to becalled the

fourth part of Poland, for they will be finally lost."

 

 

 

After the Polish Victims' Relief Committee was formed. (see

below), under the direction of Mr. Paderewski, it was combined

with the National Council and constituted the so-called National

Department, which has since then arrogated to itself the control

of Polish affairs in this country. For a short time this National

Department was a sub-branch of the National Council and the

Polish Victim's Relief Committee, but later on the relationship

was suddenlyreversed. and these twosocieties became branches

of the National Department. So far as we have been able to

discover the neworganization was formed at thedesire and wholly

bythe action of a fewleaders. In anycase, it brought about that

hopeless mixture of different lin s of Polishactivitywhich is largely

responsible for the present difficulties and harmful factors in the

Polishsituation. For it combined without any definite division

of labor or proper coordination relief activities due to the war,

general philanthropic and insurance activities of domestic concern

among the Poles, political activity, both domestic and, through the

relation of Mr. Paderewski to the Paris Committee, foreign, and
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the ecclesiastical organization of the Roman Catholic Alliance.
It would bedifficult to have invented an organization more calcu-

lated to introduce confusion and one morefitted to lenditself to

purposes of manipulation from the top. This " Holding Company"
constituted the basis for calling and managing the Detroit Con-

vention and for the organization for the permanent control of the

Poles which developed therefrom. :
(See below.)

We thus have the definite cleavage of Polish parties in America

lined up in association with the cleavage in European politics.
Onthe one handthe remnant of the K. O. N. which remained true

to the principles of a struggle for Polish independence directed
primarily against Russia and laid down in 1912, is associated
with the political policies of the radical group headed by General

Pilsudski, now in a German prison. On the other hand is the

priestly and conservative faction which, since 1914, has been

directly connected with the National Democratic party in Europe

and engaged in endeavoring to mould the mass of the Poles in

this country in support of that faction, an arrangement which

was consummated at the Detroit Convention of August, 1918,

described below.

To clinch its control upon the American situation, the conserva-

tive faction has consistently denounced the K. O. N. as either

actually pro-German in desire and principles or, in their more

guardedstatements, as pursuing a policy which is pro-Germanin
effect.

-

These denunciations are based in part upon ignoring the
historical European facts related above, in part upon falsi

of facts regarding the formation of the K. O. N. in 1912 and in
part upon mistakes in policies of the leaders of the K. O. N.,
although it must in fairness be stated that those now opposing
the K. O. N. shared earlier in manyof these mistakes.

-

These
mistakes as to policy have to do with the Polish Army(spoken of
below); the attitude toward the Regency, and the criticisms of
the Allies, especially Great Britain.

1. The K. O. N

as a legitimate provisional government of an independent state of
Poland, glossing over too much the effects of the military occupa-
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tionof Germany. This mistake has lent itselfto misrepresentations

on the part of the enemies of the K. O. N., based partly upon

insinuations of the definitely pro-German
character of the Regency

and partly upon misstatements of the motives of the K. O. N.

"The extent and nature of the attachment of the K. O. N. to the

Regency have been much exaggerated.

.

In domestic policies, the

K. O. N. in common with theparties of the Left in Polanditself

are stronglyopposed to the Regency, because of its clerical, mon-

archical and aristocratic constitution, as well as a matter of strategy

in enabling the Regencyto bring greater pressure to bear upon the

German authorities.

.

In foreign relations, they have claimed that

being on Polish soil the Regency hada claim for recognition pos-

sessed byno bodyof immigrants onforeign soil. This claim is due

partly to matters of historical consistency. Because of the number

of past Polish insurrections andrebellions, the issue as to whether

the provisional governing body should be on Polish soil or not is

an old one. On this position, the K. O. N. has maintained the

former position of the radical wing, while Mr. Dmowski hasshifted.

The other and probably the chief reason of the claim is that the

radical parties preferred the Regency in spite of its conservative

character to the domination of the group controlling the Paris

Committee. While individuals have at various times unwisely

urgedthe official recognition of the Regency bythe Allies, the May,

1918, convention of the K. O. N. in Philadelphia went no further

than the declaration:

   

"We express our highest respect for the Regency of the

Kingdom of Poland, the only present authorityin Poland, for

its dignified protest and struggle in counteracting German

aggression

.

against Polish independence and its struggle

against so-called attempts to form so-called Polish Govern-

ments abroadwithout the authorization of the Polish Nation."

'The last clause is clearly aimedat the Paris Committee.

At the present time theissue of the Regency so far as Poles in

America are concernedis a dead one. The K. O. N. leaders have

recognized the unwisdom of their former policy and ask now only
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for a commission of representatives of the diferent parties among

the Poles under the control and supervision of the United States

andthe Allies to get into contact with all groups in Poland, includ-

the Regency. Members of both the conservative and the radical

parties have statedto us that through various underground chan-

nels via Switzerland and Stockholm such contact is entirely

feasible.

The criticisms of Great Britain and France are due to two

causes. In the first place, there is strong emotional sympathy

between Poles as representing an oppressed nationality and the

Irish. 'The radical Poles have thus associated themselves to an

undue extent with the extremists among the Irish in this country.

The other cause'is the committal by the Allies of the cause of

Poland to Russia, the great historical enemy and oppressor of

Poland. This source of friction was largely removed by the

entrance of America into the war and the belief that American

influence would dominate in the Peace Conference the influence

of any European country, and by the pronouncements of the

Versailles Council. There is a tendencynot confined to the radical

element to criticise the Allied Governments for not reinforcing

the declaration of the Military Council. The leaders of the

K. O. N. at the present time have agreed to forego all further

criticism of the Allied Governments and to use all their influerice

with their adherents throughout the country to discourage such

criticism.

Much has been made by the enemies of the K. O. N. of their

socialism. The purpose was to link up the K. O. N. with the unpa-

triotic attitude of the official socialist party of this country as

stated in the St. Louis Platform, and thus strengthenthe accusa-

tion of pro-Germanism, or at least of indifference to the war.. In

fact the K. O. N. in this country, like the radical party with which

it is affiliated in Europe, is not in orthodox socialistic standing

becauseit puts nationalism before internationalism. The adher-

ents of the K. O. N. in this countryhave been officiallyexpelled

from the socialist party. Before the United States entered the

war, Polish socialists in Pennsylvania were disciplined because
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theycollected moneyandsent it to General Pilsudski, the orthodox

socialists objecting that this showeda militaristic and nationalistic

spirit.

-

While in Chicago in the last municipal electionthe radical

Poles mainly supported the cialist candidate for mayor, in New

York City, where the loyalty issue was more definitely raised,

they supported Mr. Mitchell and denounced Hilquit bitterly.

While there maybeindividuals among the K. O. N. who were

distinctively pro-Germanin their sympathies and while there may

even be Germanagents among them as among other elements of

our population, I cannot speak too strongly of the malicious

campaign of insinuation, misrepresentation and personal attack

carried on against the leaders of the K. O. N. These leaders in

NewYork are three, Mr. Kulakowski, who is evidentlythe scholar

and intellectual leader of the group, Mr. Debski, an editor and man

of action, and Mr. Sosnowski, whose European associations were

more distinctly military, -I have had no personal contact with the

last named, but it is striking that the stories about him concern

matters of personal character not matters of loyalty, and that

disparaging personal reports are then used to insinuate a probable

pro-Germanism.

.

The stories reflecti

personal and. financial integrity are denounced as maliciously

false by his friends including reputable Americans, and 1 am

credibly informed that a Pole from Warsaw who (when in this

country) was the source of these reports declined to meet Mr.

Sosnowski to make his charges face to face.

.

In my judgment if

thesereports are deemedrelevant to the situation, as theyare by

Mr. Paderewski's associates, the charges should be put in writing

and Mr. Sosnowski and his accusers brought together under

impartial aus .

I have scen personally enough of the first two named to be con-

vincedof the falsity, the malicious falsity of reports disseminated

-such as that Mr. Debski owes a farm which he owns in New

Jersey to the assistance of Mr. Dumba, the former Austrian

minister to the United States, a story so demonstrablylacking in

anybasis of fact that only malice can account for its circulation;

also that a photograph exists of him "in an Austrian uniform,"

  s

ng upon Mr. Sosnowski's
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in spite of the fact that the uniformis one of the Polish Armyand

was taken when Mr. Debski at the risk of his lifevisited Warsaw

whenit was under Germanoccupation to strengthen the hands of

the Polish Nationalists against German intrigue. Both of these

men were engaged in struggles for the independence of the Poles

in Europe, both of them have risked imprisonment, their for-

tunes and even their lives in behalf of the cause of free Poland,

in a period when those who are now bitterly attacking them

were making no sacrifice at all and were living in ease and

prosperity and on good terms with the oppressors of Poland. In

spite of this andof the fact that Mr. Debski is the official repre-

sentative of General Pilsudski in this country, no insinuations are

too base to be madeagainst these men.

1 add merely one illustration of the methods employed because

a number of the officers of the Military Intelligence Bureauwere

witnesses of the episode. At aninterview in Washington on August

17 with Messrs. White and Wedda of the Polish Press Bureau,

Mr. Stalinski, a civilian agent of the M. I. B. and former chief

dragomamof the American Embassyin Petrograd, was present

at the invitation of the M. I. B. Mr. White made insinuations

against the nature of Mr. Stalinski's interest in the Polish

question and in this connection, as if it were a final proof of

the unworthiness of Mr. Stalinski, asked if it were known that

he had been associated with Mr. Lednicki in Petrograd. When

I toldhim that I knew nothing whatsoever about Mr. Stalinski's

relation to Mr. Lednicki, but would Mr. White please explain

in what way that reflected upon Mr. Stalinski, in case he had

been associated in any v with him, Mr. White' replied "We

will not go into that now." Nowit happens that Mr. Lednicki

is the leader of the Polish Democrats among the Poles in

R that, like others of this group, he was in very good

relations with the Kerensky Government; that he was appointed

by the Regency as the chairmanof a commission to come to some

settlement of matters between Poland Russia under the Kerensky

regime; that the Bolsheviki declined to recognize him, presumably

because of pressure from the German Government-that Mr.
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Lednickiis, in short, a manof integrity, force and character, the

onlything to be said against him being that heis a radical, though

not an extreme one, instead of a conservative. 1 mention this

incident not because it compares with the accusations of graft,

high living, personal crookedness, etc., brought against Mr.

Kulakowski and Mr. Debski, but because it offers an excellent

illustration of the method of innuendo and insinuation which has

been used, and in dealing with Americans ignorant of foreign

politics, used very successfully, to discredit all individuals and

activities which would not supinely surrender themselves to the

Sy i-Paderewski-Smulski combination in this country.

The methods are such as to invite serutiny and cross-examina-

tion of the motives of those who employthem in such a wayas to

close, sofar as they are efficacious, tothe United States Govern-

ment important channels of information and influence; and to

breedstrife and dissension among Poles in this countryat a time

when the maximum of unity is indispensable. There is consider-

able reason for thinking that in addition to personal and partisan

motives, some of the leaders of opposition to the K. O. N. have

been unconsciously used by German influences, for nothing would

help the German propaganda among the Poles here and abroad

morethan to discredit the radical group of the Poles by attaching

to it the stigma of pro-Germanism. While the K. O. N. groupis

numericallysmaller among the organized Poles than the National

Alliance or the Roman Catholic Alliance, it contains, by the

common consent of its adversaries, the "ablest and brainiest "

among the Poles in this country and has the greatest influence

among all of the more intelligent and skilled workingmen.

.

The

onlyreasongreater harm has not been wrought bythese malicious

persecutions is the thorough-going loyalty of the leaders of the

K. O. N. to the American Government. They are so persuaded

that the hope of a future free and independent Poland lies with

the United States that they have submitted with unusual calm

and patience to a campaign. of misrepresentation.

.

The critical

attitude taken toward the allies already spokenof hasits other

sidein an intense belief in the unityof the cause of Polandand the
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United States in the present war. This belief in the United States

and the policies of President Wilson has been represented bytheir

enemies as an attempt at'a belated camouflage of their pro-

Germanism.

-

The somewhat extended study of the material put

forth by the K. O. N. throughout the war has completely convinced

me that this charge is a falsehood, whether due to ignorance or

  

 

deliberate malice.

It can be established bysufficient documentary evidence that

the K. O. N. is less responsible for the present strife anddissension

thanits opponents. The latter have been in the position of greater

advantage and began the attack. In addition, the K. O, N. has

repeatedly in the interest of the unified waging of the war made

advances for a truce and combination of forces, and these advances

have been ignored or turned down by the Smulski-Paderewski

faction.

-

In October, 1917, such a proposition was made byrepre-

sentatives of the K. O. N. toofficers of the National Department

provided the latter would agree to the condition that the United

States should "take over the matter of Poland and direct it on

behalf of the Allies." In an "Open Letter to Mr. Roman Dmoski "

under date of September 9, 1918, it is proposed that the "Com-

mittee of Paris should joinin with the representatives of the party

of the Left, organize a consulting body which should assist with its

wealth of information and its various connections an Inter-allied

Commissionfor Polish affairs, with headquarters at Washington.""

It also proposes meetings for the joint discussion of methods of

bringing about the realization of common national aims, a repre-

sentative of the United States Government tobe present atall the

parleys, "since it is the United States Government which has the

exclusive right of control over any and every political activity

undertaken and conducted on American soil." It sometimes

if in addition to personal quarrels andcut-throat factional

, the devotion of the K. O. N. to American leadership in

dealing with the Polish question were one of the motives for the

attempts to discredit its leaders by means of false statements.

ІУ. Метнор ок Uxoerstaxpinc axp Interprets Роызи

Coxprmoxs in viie Uxrrep Srwres.

-

In dealing with activities
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among the Poles, whether in the press, conventions, publie dis

cussions or private rumors or reports, the following considerations

need to be borne constantly in mind.

  

1. The mass of the Poles are unorganized and haveno articulate

means of expression, "The war has brought about a sharp cleavage

among the organized Poles into the clerical and conservative

party on the one hand and the anti-clerical and radical on the

other. Since the mass of the Poles are good Catholies, it is com-

paratively easyfor the priestlyparty to profess to speak for them

and to manage matters so that this profession will seem to be

substantiated bythe facts (see section on the Detroit Convention

below).

2. Conditions and activities among the Poles in this country

cannot be understood excepting as they are projected upon the

European

-

background.

-

As previous statements show, three

factors are of chief importance in this background: First, the

division among Poles into the relatively liberal policy of Austria

and the almost absolutely illiberal policy of Russia; second, the

 

division into Activists, who are in favor of keeping up the revo-

lutionarystruggle for the independence of Poland, and the Passi-

vists, who are in favor of giving up the struggle and reaching a

modus vivendi; third, the conflict between the monarchical and

economically conservative party and the democratic, radical and

anti-clerical party-a division largely: coinciding with the last,

namely, that between the Activists and the Passivists.

3. The historic sequence of events must alway be borne in

mind. No statements about any person, condition or activity

can be correctly interpreted unless it is placedin its proper historic

sequence.

-

The important dates are, the abortive revolution of

1905-06 and the developments in connection with the constantly

increasing withdrawal of constitutional government in Russia;

1912,

a

s

the time when revolutionary activities came definitely

to a focus in Galicia; the beginning of the war in 1914 and the

Russian attitude toward Poland together with its acceptance by

the Entente Allies, and 1917, with the speech of President Wilson,

the Russian Revolution, and the entrance of the United States
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into the war. Toignore the changes and re-alignments brought

about by this succession of events is to lose the clue to under-

standing the events in question.

  

Coxcuvsions

1. Owing to the long duration andthe intensity of the factional

struggle between the conservative and radical parties, all state-

 

ments, charges, accusations, etc., proceeding from one side against

the other should be made in writing, and the statements made so

specific and definite, together with the evidence therefor, that the

authors of them can be held definitely réspnnsible in case further

inquiry shows that there is ignorance or misrepresentation. In

every case the past recordof any person or movement mentioned

should be fully investigated, and all statements made cross-

examined and motives for making them carefully. scrutinized.

If this courseis followed, the various details thus presented will

be found graduallytofit together and to give a fairly complete

and accurate picture of the course of events among the American

Poles. 1 haveattempted in this report togive an outline whichis

fairly comprehensive andas correct as possible in its main features.

The course which I have just recommended would serve to fill

this outline and, in fact, to test its correctness. If additional

details broughtto light by the methodsuggested fit into the out-

line, that fitting in will establishits accuracy, if they do not, it

will prove that we have been misled. I gladly submit the report

to such a test.

There is notthe slightest doubt that the great mass of Poles

in this country, including those who are nominallyfollowing the

Paderewski-Smulski leadership, are firmlyconvinced of the impor-

tanceof American leadership in the war and peace policies regarding

Poland. This point of viewhas been repeatedlystated to us, even
by those whoat the Detroit Convention voted in favor of commit-

ting the Poles in this countryto direction bythe Paris Committee.

This c tionis due both to President Wilson's attitude on the
Polish question when the statesmen of the other Allied Nations
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were silent and to the fact that historical conditions and geogra-

phical position make the United States disinterested in a sense in

which no European country can be. "There is good reason for

believing that both the Poles and other oppressed nationalities

regard the question of American leadership in exactly the same

light and are perplexed. and discouraged by the apparent sub-

ordination of American leadership to that of a group of exiles in

Paris. When this general issue was raised with Mr. Paderewski,

he took in the course of the conversation the following positions:

First, that there is no need of accentuating American leadership,

because thereis complete harmony and agreement at the present

time; secondly, that he himself made this proposition in connection

with the formation of a Polish Army almost a year anda half ago .

and was turned down; that the leadership of the Paris Committee

is now an accomplished fact and that the recognition of this com-

mittee by Franceis so definite that it would create friction even

to have an American Commission on Polish Affairs; third, that the

United States is the natural guardian of the interests of not only

Poland but of all of the oppressed nationalities of Europe, butthat

he as an official plenipotentiary to this countryof the Paris Com-

mittee could not suggest any change in the present arrangement;

that any change would have to come from the initiative of the

United States, and that if it came, he would "in principle" accept

it. In his public speeches and private conversations, Mr. Dmowski

also emphasized the great importance of the United States in con-

nection with the future of the Polish question. The willingness

of Poles to accept a distinctively American commission. which

should bring about a unity among the different factions of the

Poles, make. a special study of the Polish question and get into

relation with Polish conditions abroad, would seem to be a fair

test of whether any Pole or group of Poles put foremost their

personal and factional interest or their desire for a free and inde-

pendent Poland. 'The notion that such a commission need in any

way interfere with the Paris Committee and the status which it

now officially possesses is, of course, absurd. An American com-

mission would naturally cooperate with the Paris Committee and
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with all other Polish organized groups. The onlythings that an

American commission would interfere with is the ambition of the

Paris Committee to become a provisional government for Poland

and to be its representative at the Peace Conference; and the

desires and activities of those Poles in America who are so afraid

of Americanization that theyactuallyprefer allegiance to a group
on foreign soil to an active interest in the Polish question on the

part of the United States embodied in a distinctly American com-

mission.

Е. Тик Detrorr Convention

 

A brief account of this convention will exemplifyin a specific,
concrete instance the operation of the forces which have been
described.

L. Tins Onaeors or tms Convention.

-

There werethree closely
intertwined causes for calling this convention to meet in the city
of Detroit in the week beginning August 26. "The first, the finan-
cial one, is described at greater length below. It involves at least
four factors: the funds of the Polish Victims' Relief Fund, of the

Commission, of the Chicago headquarters and of the
local Citizens Committees and parish groups immediately con-
cerned in raising funds; second, a triangular quarrel carried on
under an external showof complete harmonyso far as the American
public and press are concerned, between Mr. Paderewski and his
immediate associates, the Chicago group of which Mr. Smulski
is representative, andthirdly the group of priests of which Bishop
Rohde and Father Syski are said to be the more prominent leaders.
The executionof the planformed in 1914 to have the Poles in this
country work under the direction of the conservative National
Democratic party of Europe is the feature to which attention will
here be directed.

In July, Mr. Seyda, a highly conservative member of the Paris
Committee and the one reputed (as stated above) to have very
great influence with the British Foreign Office, was sent to this
countrywith a definite mission. Whether or not he reported to
anyof the governmental authorities in Washington I have no way
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of knowing. On July 16, 1918, the Executive Committee of the

National Department held anofficial interview with Mr. Seyda.

After this, it passed the following resolution:

"The Executive Committee sees in the National Polish

Committee the political organization which controls Polish

affairs. Under its direction it will work, as it has done hereto-

fore, for the Fatherland. The Executive Committee recog-

nizes this Polish National Committee as the only competent

authority in all matters of national Polish polities and the

National Polish Army."

The context shows that this resolution was passed in connection

with the preparation of the N:ational Department for the Detroit

Convention. At the same meeting a telegram was sent to Mr.

Dmowski, inviting him to come to the convention.

Fully to understand this resolution and the cable to Mr.

Dmowskiin its bearing upon the convention reference should be

made to contemporaneous events in Washington. Some of the

American daily papers of the date of July 18 carried an account

of a bill to be introduced in the Senate by Senator Hitchcock.

This proposed bill, in addition to recognizing a free, independent

andunited Poland, carried a clause which expressly recognized the

"Polish National Committee whose headquarters are in Paris,

France, as theofficial representative of the Polish people." The

bill expressly gave this Committee the power to send diplomatie

representatives to this country. Its representatives here were

among other things to havethe power to determine whether Poles

having technically the status of enemyaliens should be continued

in that status or should be regardedas citizens of a friendly state.

(It later appeared that the draft of thebill was not intendedfor

publicity and was givento the press only through the carelessness

of a clerk in Senator Hitchcock's office.) At the same time it came

to our knowledge that representatives of both the British and the

French Government in this country expressed the desires of the

British and French Government to have the Paris Committee

officially recognized by all the Allies as the Foreign and War
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Departments of the newState of Poland and that some of these

representatives in private were criticizing the American Govern-
ment quite freely for obstructing the execution of this desire.

These facts appear to establish beyond question the purport of a

resolution which was prepared, as was acknowledged by Mr. White

at the joint interview at Washington, for introduction at the

Detroit Convention: a resolution strongly recommending the recog-
nition of the Paris Committee as the Foreign and War Departments
of the newfree and independent state of Poland. It is in the light
of these facts that the affiliation of 1914, the visit of Mr. Seyda,
the resolution of July 16, the cabling of Mr. Dmowski and his
appearing in this country to attend the convention, have to be
understood.

-

(It should be added in this connection that according
to information coming from Senator Hitchcock's office, the draft
of thebill was sentto him through the medium of the Polish Press
Bureau in Washington which represents the interests of Me
Paderewski and Smulski respectively.) During the visit to W
ington previously referred to, it was urged upon Mr. White of
the Polish Press Bureau that this resolution was open to construc-
tion as an attempt to bring pressure to bear upon the American
Government to do what up to the present time it had declined to
do voluntarily. _I was informed by Captain Uterhart that in view
of this consideration, Mr. White informed him that the proposed
resolution would not be offered.

П. Тик Contror or rite CONVENTION, In order to give the
resolutions due weight, the convention was represented in the call
issued for its convening as "the greatest possible political and
national occurrencefor all Poles in America without exception, a
visible, external embodiment of the external will of the whole
immigration." As a matter of fact, the convention was kept
wholly within the control of the small committee constituting the
National Department. 'The means of securing this control were
twofold.

 

 

  

  

  

1. The rules for electing delegates. 'These rules were so vague
and complicatedthat they were freelycriticized during the month
of August by a majority of the Polish daily newspapers in the-
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United States, including those which have been in the main hearty

supporters of the PaderewskiGmulski faction, as well as the

independent or so called business Polish press. The clerical papers

were the only ones which unanimously and heartily defended the

rules. In the first place, very generous provision was made for

honoraryor ex officio delegates.

.

In addition to two organizations

mentioned by name, "the presidents of all clerical groups and all

secular national organizations having groups in different Polish

communities" are included.

-

Also local Citizens Committees and

the local centers of the National Department which pay dues are

entitled to cz officio delegates.. Again, the organizations which

are entitled to elect delegates were not stated by name. What

was the object of leaving the provision vague and ambiguous cannot

well be determined, but there is no doubt that the effect was to

increase the control of the Executive Committee in Chicago. In

Philadelphia, for example, an organization having a state-wide

membership had its elected delegates refused credentials on the

ground that this organization was not one of those entitled tosend

delegates. This ruling was later reversed because of pressure

brought to bear, but it showed the powers which the Central

Committee took upon itself even before the Convention had met

and appointed its own committee on credentials. It is noteworthy

that there had beenfriction between the Pennsylvania organiza-

tion and the Chicago committee over the handling of funds and

that in Philadelphia this refusal of credentials was regarded as a

disciplinary measure.

The control of the Roman"Catholic Alliance is seen in the fol-

lowing regulations.

.

The boundaries of election districts for local

delegates are to followclosely the parish boundaries. The electoral

meetings of societies and local communities were to be called by

the parish priest and were to be presided over by him unless he

delegated the office to somebodyelse.

.

In the rulesfor the conduct

of the convention it was expressly provided that priests' societies

should not be called upon to render an account of funds collected

for public purposes. While, nominally, provision was made for

mass meetings, these were conspictious for their absence in Phila-
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dephia, as well as in other places from which we had direct reports,
the delegates chosen being practicallyself-elected bya very smallgroup of persons who were directly affiliated with the organizations
calling and controlling the convention.

2. "The care taken to control the convention is even more obvious
in the rules laid down in advance by the National Department for
the conduct of the convention. With the exception of one day,
the general meetings of the convention were devoted to listening
to speeches and to hearing general reports, financial andotherwise,
from different Polish organizations. In each case the rules specified
that the speeches should be heard and reports listened to without
discussion. 'That the actual business of the convention was put
in the hands of seven sectional meetings.

-

For six of these, the
important ones, clerks were appointed at least four weeks in
advance bythe Executive Committee of the National Department
and these clerks drew up the topics and projects to be considered
by these sections. Rules made it difficult for any delegate to
present newmaterial. The members of these sections were not
elected but appointed by the chairman of the convention.

-

While
the general convention took final action on resolutions, etc., at
the last dayof the meeting, rules provided thatnothing could come
before this full meeting excepting what had been previously passed
upon at one of the sections. Moreover, no discussion could be had
by the general convention of anyof the measures thus presented
excepting at the written request of at least one-third of the voting
delegates of the section.

The rules were obviously designed in the first place to exclude
the possibilityof any adequate representation of the K. O. N. and
of thedissenting non-clerical factions in general. Theywere also
designed to keep under cover the various elements of friction and
dissatisfaction which existed within the more conservative party
on account of the triangular quarrel alreadyreferred to. In con-
versations with the leaders of the factions, theyjustified the rules
for electing delegates and conducting the convention on the ground
first, that they were at all events no worse than those frequently
employed in American political conventions and secondly that the
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situation was so delicate and "explosive" that it was in the inter-

ests of Polish unity and harmony to keep controlin strong hands

andto keep public discussion and criticism down toa minimum.

ТП. Decisions or THE Convention. It is not possible to

report the activities of the convention in anygreat detail. An air

of secrecy, or at least privacy, rather thanof publicity hung about

the convention.

-

The reports in the Detroit newspapers were

meagre and for the most part general, being to a considerable

The New York

onitor were the only

American. newspapers having correspondents present.

-

Requests

% to a news clipping bureau for all items regarding the convention

f have brought forth only notices from Pittsburgh, Pa., and Utica,

New York, papers, both mainly occupied with speeches of Mr.

Paderewski. Up to the present not even the Polishpress has, so

far as our inquiries extend, made anyadequate report of the actual

conclusions of the convention. So far as information is accessible,

the following are the chief results of the convention:

1. The control of the present organization of the National

Department was confirmed, Mr. Smulski of Chicago being elected

permanent chairman of the National Department. All Polish

affairs were confided to this organization having five branches,

. militaryaffairs, relief, financial, press and educational. "To some

| extent, the demandfor greater supervisionof funds was met by

providing for the election of a supervisory body composed of one

delegate from each state to meet annually.

.

The control of the

present organization was dinched by a provision that the creden-

tials of the delegates to the Detroit Convention should be good for

all other assemblies and conventions held during the next four

years. According to the report in the Christian Science Monitor

there was friction between the representatives of the Roman

Catholie Church and the Independent Polish Catholie Church.

"'The main point of contention between the clericals and the loyal-

ists is the domination or attempted domination of the Poles in

the United States by the priests. The main objection and indeed

the only objection to the Polish Legions is the domination of its
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organization by the cleri

 

According to the same paper,

about one-third of the thousand delegates were Roman Catholic

priests and the rest of the delegates were so largely Roman Catho-

lies that the priests dominated the convention.

2. With reference to the war, it was planned to raise an army

of half a million, forty thousandor fifty thousand to come from

this country and the great bulk of the remainder from Siberia

and Russia. It was voted to raise a million dollars a month for

relief funds,fundsforinsurance,etc., in connection with the army.

Howthis was to be done, in view ofthe small amountraised in the

past, public reports have not made clear.

3. Mr. Dmowski was present as representative of the Paris

Committee and according to press reports dominated the conven-

tion. Some reports state that, according to Mr. Dmowski, con-

sulates are to be formed in the various cities of the United States

which shall issue certificates of Polish Nationality to Poles inthis

country who are not American citizens. The press reports that

he stated that this plan has alreadythe authorization of the State

Department of the United States. The resolutions, besides calling

for a free, united and independent Polandincluding Dantzig, were

less imperialistic than previous utterances of the National Demo-

crats in that they welcomed the "freedom of Poland's sister,

Lithuania." Pains were also taken both by Mr. Dmowski and

the final resolutions to assure the Jews that they would not be

oppressed in the new State of Poland.

Е. Веестеіс Розхтя or Friction axp Discorp

I come now to the particular sore points and causes of dis-

satisfaction and dissension, the local evidences of which in Phila-

delphia first led to the inquiries whose results have been stated

above. I have included only such points as tend to produce

conditions which slow downactivities connected with the war or

introduce such strife as is generally unfavorable to the morale of

the Polish population and which lends itself therebyto carrying

on of anti-American and even pro-German propaganda. While

          



  

different heads are treated separately, most of the matters touched

upon 'cut across each other. This is particularly true of the

relation between the first head, that of personal differences, to

financial matters, relief funds, White Cross and publicity for

Polish affairs.

1. PERSONAL. Personal differences center very largely about

Mr. and Mrs. Paderewskion the one hand, Mr. Smulski and the

politicians allied with him in Chicago on the other, and afewof the

priests whose ambition for personal control and prestige are said

to be disturbing factors. We personally have come into contact

only with the first and accordinglythat is the only one discussed"

and with regret that the situation makes it necessary to repeat

what under ordinarycireumstances would be gossip of anobjection-

able sort. But at present, these personal matters have crystallized

into public opinion which is a material and influential fact.

No one questions the eloquence, personal charm and influence

of Mr. Paderewski nor his ability in handling in a diplomatic

way matters which are brought to his personal attention. The

value of his name and high standing as a musician are also recog-

nized as constituting him the best knownof all Poles in American

circles. In factit is generallysaid that he owes his prominence

primarily to the fact that his the only Polish name which is

widely known among the American people. This position of his

persénality is said even by those who criticize his methods and

regret his influence to make him an inevitable figure-head for

Polish politics andrelief activities in the United States. The

gist of the criticisms might be said to be that he would make

an admirable constitutional monarch who should reign but not

govern and reign on condition only that he be surrounded bya

strong cabinet of competent advisors and efficient executives.

This condition, however, is very generally stated not to befulfilled

-andit should be understoodthat the criticisms here related come

from persons who are outwardly devoted followers of Mr. Pader-

ewski, manyof than delegates to the Detroit Convention. It is

said that his vanity ch that he can be easilyplayed upon and

used for personal ends by those who surround him. There is
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evidently considerable competition among members of the differ-

ent circles who have access to him, for inprivate conversations they

freely deprecate the influence of others over Mr. Paderewski and

notinfrequentlyreferto those in someother circle as crooks. It is

also generallyrecognized that, while a great artist, he is not a

business manand that he has not insisted upon the development of

strictlybusiness-like methods on the part of those about him.

The strongest criticisms and the most general ones are directed

against Mrs. Paderewski. It is pointed out in the first place that

she is not a Pole, but the daughter of a Russian father and Rou-

manian Jewess mother. It is stated that her influence over Mr.

Paderewski is inordinate, and that he is givento yielding in impor-

tant matters of general policy to her personal desires; that she is

a very strong and energetic person who insists upon having her

finger, directlyor indirectly, in everyform of Polish activities, and

that where she cannot rule she attempts to ruin. 'The mildest

criticism of all those made against her that we have heard is that

she is hysterical and lacks business sense; the strongest that she

has an insane egotism which stops at nothing to secure personal

prominence for herself. 'Thealleged anti-Semitic activities of Mr.

Paderewski so far as they do not followfrom his connection with

the National Democratic partyare said to be due to her influence.

The criticisms directed against her are shared by her son and

Mr. Paderewski's step-son, Mr. Gorski. He is President of the

Polish Vietims' Relief Fund. It is said that there is nothing in

his past record or present activity to justify his holding this

position, which he is said to hold simply through the personal

influence of his mother. His lack of energy, influential acquaint-

ances and executive abilityis freely criticised as one of the causes

of the comparative failure of the Polish Victims" Relief Fund.

Reports are freely circulated to the effect that he draws a very

large salary, variously stated at from $150 to $300 a week, $200

being the usual statement, for acting as President of the Relief

Fund, althoughgiving but an hour or two to its affairs. In reply

it is stated that his salary does not come from the Relief Funds

but from his mother's own funds. 'Then there is the counter-
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charge that Mme. Paderewski pays him herself from a fund of

000 transferred to her fromthe finances of the Polish Military

Commission. T cannottoo strongly state that we havenoevidence

whatsoever regarding anyof these charges or countercharges, but

that the effect of their constant circulationis extremelyundesirable

and that some authoritative investigation and statements which

would put them all to rest once for all is much needed.

Leaving out of account the pettier personal matters, the criti-

cisms of Mr. Paderewski are that he is so easily influenced by

persons who have at a given time his ear that he does not pursue

a consistent and comprehensive policy but shifts unaccountably

from time to time; that he has been too closely affiliated with

pro-Russian and pro-Tsar persons and influences-in this connec-

tion the Iswolskyincident related above being referred to andalso

an interviewwhich he gave to the British press before coming to

this country in which he spoke in fulsome terms of the "divine

clemency of the Tsar's soul" toward Poland; and that up to

comparatively recently he had too many sympathizers with

Germanyin his immediate surroundings and that he was, in ways

in which he was not himself aware of, made use of by German

influences.

-

His former close relations with Mr. Knaap, the owner

of the Wolna Polska, which is popularlyregarded as his personal

organ, are cited in this connection.

II. Fixaxciat Marrers, Reumee Foxs, Ec. Thereis very

general dissatisfaction with the financial side of Polish affairs in

this country. This dissatisfaction concerns the amounts raised,

the methods used in raising funds, the way in which funds are

managed, expended and accounted for, and the attempts which

have been made to retain a monopoly of the prestige, publicity,

etc., connected with war and relief funds in the hands of the

Paderewski family.

1. The published statement in the New York Times for Septem-

ber Sth of the amount of money received bythe Polish Victims"

Relief Fund is somewhat less than $1,100,000. Considering the

number of Polish immigrants in this country, the prosperity: of

their wage earners during all of the recent years of the war andthe
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fact that they have not beenable to send money home as they were

accustomed to doing before the war; considering, also, the enorm-

ous sufferingin Poland and the sentimentalinterest of Americans

in Polish affairs, together with their sympathywith all European

sufferers, this sum is regarded as pitiably small. Its meagerness

is compared with the amount raised for the relief of other nation-

alities who have suffered from the war, especially the Belgians,

Jews and Armenians. 'The smallness of the net amount has led

to criticisms and recriminations which are directed not merely

against the Paderewskis but against Americans.

.

The tendencyis

for those whoare d to defend themselves by laying blame

on American citizens for indifference to Poland. There are even

claims made of covert antagonism on the part of Americans, an

antagonism which is said to have worked constantly against

Polish interests. 'The friction between the Paderewski group, the

Smulski group and the Polish priests previouslyreferred to seems

to be connected in large measure with diversityof opinion about

financial matters and methods, but it would be difficult for anyone

not having official authority to determine the exact nature of this

friction.
.

Aside from lack of energy and executive ability and

aside froma tendencyto subordinate an interest in Poland to the

public prominence of various groups of individuals, the real causes

for the comparatively small amount of moneyraised seem to be

found in the considerations which are stated in the other para-

graphs of this section.

2. There is considerable disgust and resentment at the methods

used in raising funds, since these are said to cheapen the whole

Polish cause. It is particularly objected to Mme. Paderewski's

activities that instead of presenting the importance and signifi-

cance and the real sufferings of Poland, she diverts attention to

secondary, trivial and often personal matters. Her devotion to

bazaar methods and to the sale of dolls is cited in this connection.

More serious are the criticisms passed in connection with the so-

called May Drive conducted under the auspices of the Paderewskis

for the sake of raising funds to be used in connection with the

support of the National Polish Army. Great preparations were
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made and much attention given to the matterin the Polish press and

pulpits. Up till at least the Detroit Convention, no public state-

ment of funds received in this drive had been made. "The charges

and countercharges in connection with these funds played a large

part in the financial reasons previouslyalluded to for calling the

Detroit Convention. It was repeatedly stated to us that the local

Citizens' Committees and the priests who were influential in rais-

ing the funds declined to send their money to the Chicago head-

quarters because funds previouslysent were still unaccounted for,

the reason being that these funds had been spent for secret diplo-

matic and political purposes which it would not do to make public.

The local organizations holding funds said that such expenditures

might be perfectly legitimate, but theyought to have the right to

send and keep delegates in Chicago who could oversee this use of

secret funds so as to avoid abuse. Rather, so it is reported to us,

than to consent to this supervision, the Chicago headquarters

proposed a convention which should arrange for a new and more

satisfactory method of handling funds. The specific criticism of

Mme. Paderewski in connection with the May Drive relates to

concerts which were organized under the Paderewskis® auspices

and given under the direction of a Pole named Vronski. It is

said that he was paid theveryhigh salary of $350 or $100 per week

which, of course, had to come out of the funds raised and which

used up a large part of the funds, and that these concerts were

conducted after the amounts raised did not even cover expenses

including his salary. The subject matter of the talk or lecture

aecompanying the concert in which the appeal for funds was made

was, to put it mildly, of a trivial and undignified character. Of

the twenty slides shown, not one had to do with conditions in

Poland or even directly with the Polish Army. In addition to

slides of the Paderewski, the caption for Mr. Paderewski being

"Our Pride, Our Glory, Our Leader," most of the slides had to

do with a so-called Golden Book to be taken by Mr. Paderewski

and deposited in the Royal Castle in Cracowafter the war. The

slides told of the various diplomas that would be granted bythe

parish priests for gifts to the fund andthe ways in which the name

would be written in the book.
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3. Method of managing and expending funds. It is claimed that |there is unnecessary duplication of offices and salaries through a |multiplication of organizations; that there is neither a sharp line
of division between the activities of these different organizations |nor yet a coordination among them; that this duplication and \overlapping not merely increases expenses butalso lendsitself to |looseness in financial methods and to a crossing or switching of \“accounts between the various societies. This last charge is the
most serious one which we have heard made on the financial side. WIn support of the charge of unnecessary duplication it is pointed
out that in NewYork City alone there are expensive offices at the |Hotel Gotham, the Aeolian Hall and at 70 Fifth Avenue, andit is `said that the work could be done not only more cheaply but much
more efficientlyif the different offices were adjacent to each other.
It is asked why, since, byan order of the War Trade Board, funds
can be sent to Europe only through Mr. Paderewski, local organi-
zations should have to transmit their funds first to Chicago. "This
lack of unity and organization and accompanying publicity is,
discounting the charge that there is actual graft and misuses of
funds, the chief reason for the various rumors and charges which
are afloat.

It is unfortunate that no sharp line of division exists between
the distinctivelyrelief activities and funds, those connected withthe Military Commission for the support of the Polish Army, the
political and propaganda funds and those used for publicity
regarding Polish affairs in general and Mr. Paderewski and Mme.
Paderewski in particular. This lack of definite organization givesrise to charges that funds raised ostensiblyfor relief purposes are
devotes to other uses, military or political or press publicity. In
a particular instance, a gentlemanwho gave one thousand dollars
to the Emergency Aid fund to help Polish sufferers was asked
afterward if he were willing to have the moneygiven for Polish
army purposes. He consented, but the impression left was not a
favorable one since the whole matter was handled through the
Polish Victims' Relief Fund which was supposed to concern itself
only with the relief of vietims. The organof the National Polish
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Alliance, in connection with the funds regarding the funds of the

May Drive already referred to, publicly announced that instead

of the funds being usedin connection with the army-the ground

on which the appeal was made-they will be reserved for use in

connection with the Peace Conference. Local s in Phila-

delphiahad been accustomedto sendtheir funds direct to the relief

committee in Vevey, Switzerland, because, as they explained, they

got prompt and satisfactory accountings andalso were given due

local credit. Finally they were directed to cease sending their

funds direct to Switzerland, although the committee there was

formed with Mr. Paderewski himself as one of its sponsors, and

to send their money to Chicago. The refusal to conformtothis

order was said by Philadelphia Poles to be the cause of the refusal,

referred to in connection with the Detroit Convention, to accept

certain delegates. These and other similar incidents which we

ran across quite incidentallyillustrate both the current dissatis-

faction and discontent and the cause of this friction in the absence

of proper unification and coûrdination of the societies raising,

societi  

handling and expending funds.

4. Perhaps the most serious stories that have come to our notice

in. connection withrelief funds concern the alleged jealous desire

of Mr. and Mrs. Paderewski to monopolize all of the glory con-

nected with the raising of funds and to keep things quite strictly

under their own control. A brief historyof the organization con-

nected with Polish relief since-the outbreak of the war may

throw light upon this matter. At first the Central Polish Relief

Committee was established in Switzerland to send money to

the starving population in Poland. This Committee consisted of

Messrs. Sienkiewicz, Osuchowski and Paderewski. In America

the National Polish Alliance collected moneythrough its section

called the Independent Section, the Roman Catholic Alliance

through its section the National Council, and the Polish Falcons

through the Kosciusko Fund. In 1915 these societies consolidated

andestablished the Central Polish Relief Committee in America.

Mr. Paderewski was at that time in Paris and was cabled to to

permit his name to be put among the honorary members of the
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Committee. He replied by cable that it would be inadvisable

for him to do so. He was then in Paris and this was the period in

which he formed the Committee under Ambassador Iswolsky

previously referred to. When he arrived in New York the

American Committee sent him a telegraphic greeting to which he

did not reply, claiming afterward, when the matter was brought

to his attention, that he had never heard of the Committee.

Mme. Sembrich had been electedpresidentof an organization for

Polish relief formedin NewYork Cityincluding inits membership

a number of Americans with important banking and social con-

nections. This society was succeeding in raising money and at

one entertainment at the Biltmore raised something like $10,000.

Mr. Paderewski was repeatedly urged by. Mme. Sembrich and

others to join this committee and help. He declined on the

ground thathe had been sent by Poland and that representing the

whole of Poland he could not take the place of merely a member

of an American Committee and that a committee on which he

served must be national in its composition. He also announced

that on a reorganized committee no Poles excepting himself and

those whomhe might name couldserve and that insteadof sending

funds to three organizations in Poland, as well as to a relief com-

mittee in Switzerland, all funds must be forwarded through"his"

Swiss Committee. He particularly objected to sending funds

through the Supreme National Committee of Cracowon the ground

thatthe militarybranchof that committee was responsible for the

Legions fighting under Pilsudski against Russia. It was in this

connection particularlythat charges were made against General

Pilsudski as a German agent, Mme. Paderewski claiming, so it is

stated, that he got a mark fromthe German Government for each

Polish soldier who joined the Legions. Mr. Paderewski thenset

out to organize a committee of his own, diverting, so far as possible,

the influential membersof the committee of which Mme. Sembrich

was the head to his own rival organization. About the same time

insinuations were made against Mme. Sembrich of pro-German

sympathies and even that she was a paid German agent. Soon

after this Mme. Sembichsuffered a nervous collapse andin conse-
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quence thereof withdrewfrom connection with Polish relief. A

number of influential Americans, disgusted with the general turn

of events, withdrewalso and have not since given any attention

to Polish sufferings. A few membersin protest attempted to form

a Polish-American relief commission, butit did not live long.

A somewhat similar story concerns the activities of Miss

Naimska.

-

Miss Naimska is a modest and unassuming woman

and has suffered so much in connection with her endeavors to aid

sufferers in Polandthatshe personallydeclined to talk, as did her

brother, Dr. Corwin Lewinski. Dr. Corwin Lewinskiis Secretary

of the New York Academyof Medicine and the author of "A

Political Historyof Poland" which is spokenof in the July, 1918,

number of the American Historical Reviewas the best history of

this phase of Poland vet published.

.

Inspite of thehigh character

of both of these people, when theydeclined to subordinate them-

selves to the Paderewski interests they were reported as pro-

German sympathizers andengaged in pro-Germanactivities. The

story which follows was obtained from friends and, I have every

reason to believe, is reliable. Miss Naimska went to Poland to

help in work for Polish women and children in the early summer of

1916. She was invited by the Women's League in Poland, which

was the largest women's organization there, to represent them in

America and to collect money for the orphans and the starving

children of Poland. She returned to America with the proper

credentials and in a veryshort time cabled $2000for Poland and

formed branches of the Polish Women's League in fifty-three

differentcities.

-

In spite of Miss Naimska's credentials and of the

fact that she had proper vouchers for every cent collected and

sent to Poland and that in addition her accounts are audited and

sent to the Charity Organization Societyin New York, her work

suffered constant opposition and she herself underwent constant

persecution.

.

The organs of the Paderewski interests stated that

she had never been in Poland, that her authorization papers were

forged and that the moneycollected wassent not to Polish children

but to German children. At the present time the organization

to which she belongs is holding the sum of $17,000 because the

money was largely given by people who distrust Mr. and Mrs.
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Paderewski and who made it a condition of their gifts that the

moneyshould not pass through the Paderewski channels. "There

seems to be no reason to doubt the statement that a very much

larger sum of money could easily have been raised among the

Polish women in this country together with American sympa-

thizers if so much time and energy had not had to be spent in

overcoming accusations and rumors started by opposing factions.

The Countess Turchynowiez is an American woman married to

a Polish gentleman and has also published a book, When the f

Prussians Came to Ireland. When she began independent

activities under the auspices of the American Y. W. C. A. for

Polish reconstruction work, she encountered opposition from Mrs.

Paderewski.

-

Countess Turchynowiez's first activity was to raise |

moneyfor Polish sanatariums. This was to have been done under |

the Polish Military Commission, and Mrs. Turchynowiez was made

a member of the Polish Sanitary Commission, but suddenly Mrs. |

Paderewskiordered the Polish Military Commission not to permit |

the Countess to have any more meetings. She was, however,

offered a position with a salary of $500 a month and travelling |

expenses to work under Mme. Paderewski and raise money. Upon

asking what would be done with the funds she would raise she was

told that that was none of her affairs. She was also told to turn

over all the moneyshe hadalreadyraised; or otherwise the Military

Commission would warn the Polish people against her and she

would not be allowed to do anyfurther work, and soon after this |

personal attacks appeared upon her in the papers allied with the

Paderewski faction. "This story may be found in some detail in

the Kuryer Polski of Milwaukee, Wis., of June 9, 1918, So far as

we can learn the essentials of the story have never been denied,

andthe mainfeatures Countess Turchynowicz has confirmed to us.

Mrs. Turchynowiez, being an American woman and of a different

temperament from some other persons who have engaged in Polish

relief work, has not been intimidated and is continuing her activi-

ties. She is, however, so far as we can learn, the only exception

to the statement that the Paderewskis and the people immediately

associated with them have attacked and in the end driven out |
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of activity every organization which they could not personally

dominate.

Other instances of the attempt to maintain a monopolyare said

to be shown în suchinstances as the following: President Wilson

proclaimed January1, 1916 as a Polish Day. The money raised

was, however, to be sent through the Red Cross and not through

the Paderewski committee. The result was such antagonism

that only a few thousand dollars were collected throughout the

whole country. Im the early part of 1916 reports were current

that it was impossible for money and clothing to reach Poland,

and the Paderewski committee in this country took no steps to

contradict the reports which were having an injurious effect on

the raising of funds.

-

Inreply to a cablegram to the Vevey Com-

mittee (of which, it will be recalled, Mr. Paderewski was one of

the original members), a message was received on March 7, 1916,

stating: "We are able to forward money and supplies to Poland

without impediment."

Independent organizations that attempted to have Tag Days

in Polish communities for raising funds were antagonized in ways

which often were obscure or even secret.

.

In somecases the police

were asked to interfere. In one case, that of Newark, a direct

connection was established between one Miukowiez and Mr:

i in New York. This Miukowiez, having been rebuffed by

the Poles in Newark when he tried to get the collection of funds

 

 
Gor

 

. stopped, reported to Mr. Gorski and then returned witha number

of Poles to Newark and drove about the city doing what they

could to discourage the collection of funds. "The following letter

signed W. A. Pawlowski, Los Angeles, Calif., dated Aug. 3, 1918,

is characteristic of the methods everywhere employed. "The letter

is addressed to the treasufer of the Polish Women's League of

Los Angeles and reads:

  "In reference to our recent conversation regarding raising

funds onthe streets sometime in September, I wish to advise

youthat your societywill have the heartiest endorsement from

the Allies" committee in this work as soon as it has pnxured

the proper credentials from the official Polish representative,

His Excellency, I. J. Paderewski."
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Not onlydo the followers of Paderewski speak freely of him as
ambassador, plenipotentiary and excellency, but, as will be seen
from the quoted letter, his official status as representative of the
Paris Committee is used to maintain the monopoly of his own
relief society when other means fail.

III. Тик Warre Cross ann tur Ren Cross. The creation
andactivities of the so-called White Cross appearto afford another
case of the ill-advised activities of Mrs. Paderewski undertaken
with the support of her husband. In the month of April of the
present year the Polish press in this country which support the
Paderewski leadership announced that a Polish Red Cross was to
be organized in the United States as a branch of the Polish Red
Cross in France which was working in connection with the Polish
National Army, and that Mrs. Paderewski had been named as
the President of the Polish Red Cross in France and would accord-
inglyact in a similarcapacity in the United States. Mr. Helinski of
the Polish Military Commission was even named as the authority
for this statement. Since, of course, nosuch action had been taken,
the inference is that the statements were made in order to prepare
the wayfor some such action. The scheme, however, came up
against certain obvious insupérable obstacles, such as that there
couldbe a French Red Cross and an American Red Cross, but until
Poland was an independent state there could be no Polish Red
Cross, and even if there were, its sphere of activities would have to
be confined to Poland. 'The scheme was, however, soon revived

in another form. About the middle of the month of July the
friendly Polish press announced that a Polish White Cross had

been formed in France and received the official sanction of the

French Government and that Mme. Paderewski had been ap-
pointedits American head. In France, however,it was announced
that a White Cross had been formed in America and would work
in connection with the Committee for Aid of the Polish Wounded
which operated under the auspices of the French Red Cross. The

factthat the French Government has not permitted on its own soil

anyorganization which did not work under the French Red Cross
appears clearlyin the cablegram from Paris of the date of July12,
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which gives the authorization under which the White Cross in this

country is operating.

"'The French-Polish Military Commission, cooperating with

the Polish National Committee, have formed a Committee

known as the Aid for Polish Wounded. This Committee

will work in close connection with the affiliated societies

of the French Red Cross and also directly with the Polish

organization in the United States of which Mme. Paderews

is president."

  

'The statement of July 29 of the French Ambassador in Washing-

ton, M. Jusserand, is to the followingeffect:

"'The French Ambassador takes pleasure in stating that

he has been informed that the Polish White Cross (having the

same aims of the Red Cross in other countries) organized in

the United States by Mme. Helene Paderewski, president, has

beenaccorded full recognition in France andis acting in con-

junction with the Committee for the Aid of Polish Wounded

in Paris of which Count Potocki is head."

These official documents make it clear that Mme. Paderewski

first formed a society in this countryof which she made herself

president and then secured for it recognition from France, a recog-

nition, however, which is absolutelyconfined to America and does

not give a Polish White Cross any official status whatsoever on

French soil. Under such circumstances, the misleading statements

published in the Polish press and practically universally believed

among Poles and especiallythe Polish women inthis country who

are immediately affected, is, to say the least, very unfortunate.

In this connection it should be noted thatefforts are being made

wherever sewing circles or other organizations of Polish women

exist which have been working for the Polish wounded to turn

them into Helene Paderewski Circles of the White Cross. In some

communities, at least, these organizations ate being informed

that they cannot continue unless they become Helene Paderewski

branches of the White Cross.
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There is no reason to think that the facts as we found them in

Philadelphia are at all exceptional. Judgingfrom these facts, the

formation of the White Cross, which is operating practicallyas a

rival of the Red Cross, was most undesirable. The Polish women

were working mostly under the auspices of the Pennsylvania

Emergency Commission which was officiallyconstituted in order

to take care of suffering which mightarise in connection with any

families speaking foreign languages which were represented bythe

allied armies in France. The women of the weaver district in

Philadelphia where the men largely belong to the K. O. >

working directly under Red Cross auspices.

-

We found absolutely

notrace of any desire anywhere for anyneworganization; in fact

a great preference for existing organization and positive resent-

ment at having a new one forced upon them.

In addition, certain specific evils have shown themselves: (1)

There is an increasing belief that interest in Poland is being

subordinated to personalglorification and ambitions. (2) Polish

women are being more and more segregated to work independently

of American interests and of American women, when the war

would naturally have otherwise thrown these women into closer

contact with Americans and with the cause of America. "Thus the

waris being used to arrest instead of to facilitate the process of

Americanization.

-

(3) Much ill-advised and harmful criticism and

misrepresentation of the Red Cross has been aroused. "The cause

was the necessity of justifying the White Cross against criticism

and answering questions as to the necessityof a new and duplicate

organization having newoffices, officers, and, presumably, salaries.

Inorder to answer these questions and showthat the White Cross

was necessary, a campaign of misrepresentation of the Red Cross

has beencarried on, in a veiled way in the Polish press, in a more

open way in personal and private conversations. It has been

variouslystated that the American Red Cross would only look

after American soldiers in France and that the White Cross was

necessary to see that the wounded in the Polish National Army

were cared for. It has beenstated that the Red Cross would not

support the hospitals for the soldiers of the Polish National Army.
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Since the American Red Cross especially offered to support such

hospitals but naturally made the condition that the hospitals be

under its own management andnot under that of an independent

organization, the animus of this accusation is clear. Reports have

also been circulated that the American Red Cross is not as much

interested in general Polish relief as it is in the relief of other

oppressed nationalities; it is insinuated that an official now

connected with the Red Cross but formerly connected. with

Paderewski's relief organization has used his influence against

the interests of Polish victims and of Polish wounded. Finally,

it is charged that since the White Cross has received official

recognition the Red Cross is so jealous and antagonistic that

it refused to permit surgical and other relief material to be sent

to France if shipped by the White Cross for the Polish National

Army.

-

Judging from analogous episodes, it is safe to say that if

the White Cross does not become a markedfinancial and. social

success, such accusations as these will increase in number and

 

intensity.

IV. Tus Porasu Amav. On the face of it, the importance of the

issue of the Polish National Armyin this country is due to the

attitude of opposition formerly taken on the part of the K. O. N.

and the order of the United States Government through the

Military Intelligence Bureau after the Philadelphia Convention

of May, 1918, that the K. O. N. should disband unless it ceased its

opposition.

-

Beneath this question, however, there are a number

of matters of greater importance as indications of fundamental

conditions andas influencing the attitude of Poles toward the war

and towardthe United States.

1. Thechief military argumentfor the existence of a distinctively

Polish Armyis the effect of the existence of such an armyupon

the efforts of the Germanauthorities whoare occupying Poland

to recruit Poles for the German Army, as well as to arouse enthu-

siasm in Poland and among Poles everywhere for the cause of the

Allies. These reasons are accepted by all parties as making

desirable the existenceof a Polish Army. Differences and disputes

concern the location of authority over the army. The National
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Democratic Party, having secured its recognition by means of the

Paris Committee, has pushed an army under the French Military

Commission and under the Paris Committee as a means of further-

ing the recognition of the Paris Committee as the War Department

of the New Kingdom of Poland and thereby improving its own

position in the future struggle for the control of Polish politics.

In the public press members of this partytalked in large termsof a

Polish Army of half a million to be recruited largely from the

United States. In more sober official communications theyappear

to have committed themselves to a claim that a Polish Army

could be raised consisting of 100,000 to 150,000-a claim which,

as will appear below, has effected in an unfortunate way the

nature of the recruiting campaign in the United States.

On the other hand, the opposition to the Polish Army bythe

radical party in Europe and bythe K. O. N. in this countryis dus

to the fact that this armyis now virtually under the control o*

what the radical party regards as a one-sided and unrepresentative

faction and that this control so increases the prestige of the

National Democratic Partyas to give it an unjustifiable advantage

in the determination of the question whether the future Poland

shall be a monarchyor a republic and whether it shall be economi-

callyimperialistic and reactionaryor democratic and progressive.

It is freely asserted that thevirtualcontrol of the Polish Armyby

the Paris Committee has been the chief factor in retarding the for-

mation of an effective armyto fight on the side of the Allies out

of the Poles who previously fought on the side of Rus It is

estimated that there were 700,000 Poles on the side of Russia.

But it is generallyclaimed that the great majorityof these Poles,

owing to previous sentiment and still more to the recent rapid

growth of radical sentiment in Russia, so distrust the National

Democrats that they are unwilling to fight under its auspices.

The claimis freely put forth that with a more official recognition

of a free, independent and united Poland by the Allies and the

formation of a comprehensive and representative commission of

all parties, it would be comparatively easy to enroll a large army

from Russian Poles. We have not of course been in anyposition
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to investigate the merit of these claims, but they are made so

positively that they would appear to be worth looking into by

those who arein a position to ascertain the real facts.

In any case, the claim to control of the former Polish soldiers

in the Russian armyis becoming a matter of increasing interest.

On account of the relative failure of recruiting of Polish legions

in this country, the party of Paderewski and Dmoski is now making

great claims concerning them-see the section on the decisions of

the Detroit Convention-in spite of the fact that evidence avail-

able (which is not adequate for a full judgment) tends to show that

the soldiers are upon the whole radically inclined. General Dowber-

Musnicki, the Commander of a Brigade in the First Polish Army

Corps whois himself a National Democrat, has issued the following

statement which seems to put at rest the claims of any persons-

like those ofsome young officers who have recently cometo America

-to speak officially for the Polish Army of Russia: "Since the

dissolution of the first Polish Army Corps, no organization in

Poland or outside of Poland, or any individual or group of indi-

viduals has the right to represent or to express any opinion in the

name of the ArmyCorps orto speak or to act inits name.""

2. Friction in the United States. The opposition of theK. O. N.

to the recruiting of a large National Polish Army under the au

pices of the Paris Committee and the secession of this opposition

at the request of the United States Government are well known

facts. It should be understoodin connection with these facts that

the leaders and press of the K. O. N. and the radical parties in the

United States were at the same time carrying on a very active

campaign for enlistment in the United States Army. According

to our investigations there is not the slightest justification for the

assertionfreely made that these efforts to recruit for the United

States Army were an insincere camouflage. They appear to have

been undertaken in goodfaith and carried on very energetically.

The facts showthat quite independently of any opposition of the

K. O. N., the cause of the Polish National Army has not been

popular with the Poles in the United States,

:

Instead of thelarge

numbers talked about (Polish recruiting officers and one branch
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of the Polish press talks loosely about an armyof fifty or sixty

thousand), onlyabout fifteen thousand have been recruited. Too

much has been made of thealleged fact that enemyaliens in Class

Five who were not eligible to enlist in the United States Army

constitute a natural reservoir for the United-States Army. As a

matter of fact, statistics regarding Poles recruited in New York

for this army show that over 80 per cent. come from the Kingdom

of Poland and would therefore in any case have been eligible as

volunteers in the United States Army.

-

It is noteworthy that the

same statistics showthat less than 6 per cent. of the same recruits

belong to the National Polish Alliance; three times that number to

the Polish Falcons who, while they have recently broken loose,

were earlier affiliated with the K. O .N.

-

The comparative unpopu-

larityof the cause of the Polish Armyseems to be due in the main

to the natural preference of the great majority of Poles to ally

themselves with the American Army. Thereis, however, a great

deal to dissatisfaction among the Poles, including the officers of

the Polish National Army, with the character of the local recruit-

ing stations in the United States, Charges of incompetency, lack

of energy, etc., are freely made. Dissatisfaction with the manage-

ment of the Military Commission located at 70 Fifth Avenue has

also been much in evidence. Some of the army men have claimed

that they seem more interested in polities and in maintaining their

affiliations with the Paderewski-Smulski group than in disinterested

work for the Polish Army. Such evidence as we have been able

to gather indicates that this so-called Military Commission has

spent much moreofits time and energy in trying to collect funds

to be used in connection with the army, insurance, relief of depend-

ents, etc., than in stimulating recruiting and a direct interest in

the army.

-

The dissatisfaction with its failure to make a public

statement of funds collected has already been referred to. The

methods of the Military Commission in dealing with the local

recruiting officers are also criticized. It is claimed that the Mili-

tary Commission compels the local officers to advance funds out

of their own pockets. This charge is not made in connection with

accusations of graft but as indicating a desire on the part of the
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Military Commission to keep the local officers under their own

political management.

In order to make good the extravagant promises made in France

regarding a Polish Army to be raisedin the United States, Messrs.

Paderewski, Seyda and manyof the officers of the Polish Armyin

the United States have agitated in favorof the following:

(a) That all declarants, all who have not completed their full

naturalization, should be compelled to go into the Polish army

instead of the United States Army; (b) that all Poles who are

citizens but who did not speak and understand English freely,

should be takenout of the American Armyand turnedover to the

Polish Army; (c) that the large number of persons who, under

pressureor enthusiasm, enroll in the Polish Army andthen do not

reportfor duty shouldbe treated as militarydeserters

While, naturally, the American Government has not acceded

to anyof these claims, their constant urging has created more or

less friction among the Poles. While this does not usually cul-

minate in physical violence, cases have been reported to us from

Chicago where the ill-feeling became so great that Poles in the

American Armyandin the Polish Armybeat each other up and

strife was produced amongthe civilian membersoftheir respective

families. Additional friction has been caused becausethe American

adherents of the Paris Committee, in order to justify themselves

for their meagre success in getting recruits, have freelycriticized

the United States Government for failing to accede to the three

requests spoken of above.

The somewhat curious greater devotion of the civilian Military

Commission of 70 Fifth Avenueto raising funds rather than to

raising an army has been associated with some misrepresentation

of the actual status of the soldiers in the Polish National Army.

In order to stimulate the raising of funds, the pay of soldiers by

the French Government, the amount of protection afforded their

dependents, etc., have been muchunderstated. . In this connection,

a full page advertisement in the periodical Free Poland, for the

month of June, which misstates the facts in such a wayas to throw

discredit on the French Government, is pointed to.
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3. The United States shares of course the interest of all the
Allies in the maintainence in Europe of Polish troops sufficient to
neutralize Germanefforts in Poland and actively to attach the
interests of the Poles everywhere tothe cause of the Allies. There
are good reasons for doubting whether the present methods are
the best for this end. A somewhat aggressive Polanizing and
de-Americanizing campaign has been carried on in connection with
efforts to secure recruits for the Polish Armyin this country-in
order, thatis, to get those in Class Five who are eligible to enter
the American Armyto enter the Polish instead.

-

Polish officers
in speaking to us have made no attempt to conceal the fact that
they are first and always Poles and that they regard it selfish
of the United States not to encourage the transfer of Poles from
the American Army to the Polish Army.

-

No such Americanizing
campaign is possible in Camp Niagara as is effectively carried
on in American camps such as Camp Gordon.

'

The small number
recruited for the Polish Armymakes this de-Americanizing move-
ment of comparatively slight importance, although it tends to
spread to the families andfriends of those concerned.

If for this de-Americanizing tendencythere could be substituted
conditions which would appeal to the American sympathies of the
mass of the Poles, recruiting for the Polish Army would, in my
judgment, be greatly stimulated. The great industrial importance
of Polish labor in this country must be bornein mind and the fact
that there will be a shortage of labor after the war and that there is
alreadya movement under foot (which should be carefullylooked
into) to stimulate the returnof Poles and others of foreign birth
in Southeastern Europe to their native lands after the war.

-

With
the sharp commercial competition that will necessarily take place
after the war, anytendencies which on the one hand de-Ameri-
canize and on the other hand strengthen the allegiance of those
of foreign birth to the United States deserve careful attention.
The question maybe raised whether, in viewof the change of the
draft age and the great number of newrecruits for the American
Army thus madeavailable, and in connection with the compara-
tive ease with which an American commission could handle the
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question of Poles who are enemyaliens, technically, a readjust-

ment of the Polish Army question might not be advantageous.

Without interfering in any way with the existing Polish Army

under French Military Control,Poles from this time on might be

encouraged to join a Polish Armyunder directly Americancontrol.

These newPolish Legions could easily be affiliated with the pro-

posed Slavic Legions under American control. There is every

reason for thinking that the better pay, provision for insurance

and allotments for dependents, together with the much better

educational conditions at American camps, would soon bring

about the recruiting of a large Polish Armyand thereby make up

for the comparative failure of the present Polish Army.

V. Polish publicity in the United States. There is much dis-

satisfaction with both the amount and the quality of the publicity

given to the cause of Poland in the United States. Intelligent

Poles feel, and apparently with great justice, that the cause of

Poland is, after that of Belgium, the most important of the issues

of oppressed nationalities for which the war is waged-that, in

ulterior importance, it ranks even higher than the causeof Belgium

because of thegreater extent and larger population of Poland and

its extraordinarystrategie position as the key to future war and

peace issues of Europe. Inspite of this importance, the cause of

Poland receives comparativelylittle publicity.. The responsibility

for this is placed pretty directly upon the Polish Associated Press,

of which Mr. James C. White is the director, located in Washington.

It is said that this press bureauis more interested in acting as a

press agency for Mr. and Mrs. Paderewski and other prominent

individuals thanit is of securing public discussion of forces and

facts about Poland and that instead of acting as a just medium

of communication and expression for all Polish interests, it is

rather a center of gossip, tittle-tattle, and intrigue of one faction

against another. (For additional matter on this subject see the

second preliminary memorandum handed in August 23, 1918.)

The veil of privacy and secreey which was thrown about the doings

of the Detroit Convention and the absence of anyreporting of

this convention which purported to represent the interests of four
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million Poles in America shows, so it is argued, either their com-

plete inefficiency, or else that the Polish Associated Press is not

reallyinterested in publicityfor Polandat all but simplyin serving

personal private ambitions and the interest of a faction.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

There is unity among the different groups of Poles regarding

the war and regarding the purpose of establishing a free, united

and independent Poland with access to the sea. Differences among

them concern primarily the means and methods to be employed

in attaining this end. But these differences as to method go back

to different conceptions of the nature of the newstate of Poland.

One party is Pan-Polish and talks freely about a population of

thirty and even thirty-five million-a number which could not

possibly be reached without annexing non-Polish elements in large

numbers. It desires a strong monarchy and conceives of Poland

largely as a buffer state between Russia and Germany; looks for-

ward to thereéstablishment of a monarchythough not a Tsardom

in Russia and expects to be, if not directly under the influence of

Russia, at least closelyallied to it. In the main it is Pan-Slavie

as well as Pan-Polish. Byaccess to the sea it understands a breakup

of eastern Prussia bythe insertionof an actual continuous wedge of

Polish territory. "his party has, chiefly through its prior good

standing with the Russian Government due to its Russophile

policy, .established very friendly relations in Paris and London and

has through its Paris Committee, the so-called Polish National

Council, acquired up to a certain point an official status.

The other party, while inclined to extend the boundaries of

Poland on the basis of the ancient historie territories of the State

of Poland, yet contemplates the probabilityof independent states

of Esthonia, Livonia, Lithuania, Ukrainia, etc., looking forward

to voluntaryfederation later. While it would doubtless like to

see Dantzig completely: Polish territory, it would be contented with

some kind of neutralization or internationalization which would

make it a genuinely free port for Poland. It looks forward to a
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Republican State with a democratic form of government and a

moderate socialistic policy in industrial matters. Owing to its

strength with the peasants as well as with the skilled laborers in

Poland, it is much stronger in Poland than any other single party,

though not as strong as all of its opponents combined. Inforeign

politics it has in the past been strongly anti-Russian and inclined

toward Austria; in the futureits relations in case the Dual Empire

were broken up would probably be closer with Hungarythan with

the German portion of Austria. Outside of Poland and Russia

this party has no official status nor anygreatinfluence in Europe

although in France the majority of Poles who belong to the

Moderate Democrats are more friendly to it than theyareto the

National Democrats and the Paris Committee. This faction has

the great prestige that comes from the name of General Pilsudski,

the present National hero of Poland.

"The causes of discord carried over on Americansoil from these

European conditions have been much intensified bythe struggle

between clericals and anti-clericals for supremacy in American

Polish organizations and affairs and by the campaign of misrepre-

sentation carried on by the majorityfaction against the radical

party. The causes of this campaign are, for the most part, past

quarrels, manyof them going back many years before the war,

and which are both personal and partisan. The effect of this

campaign of misrepresentation has been threefold: (a) To create

discord and intensify strife; (b) bydiscrediting a number of men

of great vigor, intelligence andlearning to close important channels

of communication and information to the American public and

ven the government of the United States; (c) to deprive the

government of the most active aid which the leaders of this group

are capable of giving the Government in the Liberty Loans, Red

Cross Drives, and particularly in allaying industrial unrest and

speeding up factory, mining, shipwork, etc., connected with the

war. For it must be remembered that while this group is

a

minority

of the organized Poles, it possesses by common admission of its

opponents the ablest Poles in this country, is stronger with the

organized and more skilled Polish workers than the conservative
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faction, and that large numbers of Poles who are not nominally

affiliated withit are sympathetic toward it-namely, those Poles

who, without having broken from the church, are opposed to the

activity of priests in polit Intelligent Poles outside of both

factions inform us that while the K. O. N. is under a cloud at

present, due mainlyto the campaign of misrepresentation spoken

of, the extremely exclusive and autocratic methods pursued by

the conservative party arein reality giving added strength to the

K. O. N. and that it only a question of time when a very marked

reaction inits favor will take place. Should the republican parties

in Europe get the better of the conservative and monarchical

in the new State of Poland, these independent observers believe

that the K. O. N. will, as in 1912, again become the nucleus of the

political organization of Poles in this country.

The mass of Poles who, as it has been repeatedly stated, are

unorganized, are also indifferent to European party strifes, and

would not have been drawninto the corresponding American dis-

: First, the control of Polish

organizations by the affiliation worked out in 1913-14 and con-

summated at the Detroit Convention betweenthe Smulski political

group and the non-Americanizing groupof the priests. The mass

- of the Poles, being Catholics, the influence of the priests upon

them is naturally, and, when exercised outside of politics, properly,

strong. One of the most unfortunate features of the whole situa-

tion as we have found it by personal contact is that, because of

conditions described above, the war has had the effect of increasing

instead of decreasing anti-American influence among the Poles.

Second, the influence of the prestige and standing of Mr.

Paderewski among Americans. This influence has been constantly

reinforced by the moneyat the command of people immediately

associated with Mr. Paderewski and by vigorous press agent work

has imposed itself as a Polish press and publicity bureau. It is

clinched, however, by the quasi-official position occupied by Mr.

Paderewski as "ambassador" of the Paris Committee, constantly

represented to the Poles as the Provisional Government of the new

State of Poland. Manyinfluential Poles, including men who as
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delegates to the Detroit Convention voted to sustain the present

state of affairs, have personallydeplored Mr. and Mrs. Paderewski's

influence on the ground thatit tended to subordinate the interes

of Polandto personalglorification, but have statedthat they were

powerless to do anything as long as Mr. Paderewski presented

himself to them as having the official support of Great Britain,

France and the United States. Just as Mr. Dmowski's control

of the Detroit Convention came, on one hand, from his alleged

influence in Europe and will, on the other hand, be used to

strengthen his power in Europe byenabling him to claimthat the

four million Poles in this countryare unanimously behind him, so

Mr. and Mrs. Paderewski constantly use their hold on Americans

to discourage and suppress criticism among the Poles and then,

on the other hand, employtheir supposedly universal popularity

among the Poles to function more prominently among Americans.

American repute, prestige and influence are definitely involved

in this Polish situation, in addition to the concern due to the bad

influence of the Polish dissensions upon the morale of the Polish

civilian population.

-

At homethis bad reflex effect is seen in every-

thing that has to do with relief work, with the White and Red

Cross and with the army. The pains taken by the conservative

faction to exclude the radical from representation on committees

having the Liberty Loan in charge would have had a harmful

influence were it not that the loyaltyof the leaders of the K. O. N.

is so great that their exclusion from official committees has only

stimulated them to greater voluntaryactivity. The bad reflex

effect in Europe is due to the representations of the conservative

faction that the United States is completelytied to its cause. This

not merely increases dissension among Poles abroad butit enables

German propagandists to cast discredit upon the purposes and

aims of the United States in the war. It tends directly to

strengthen the influence of that party of the Poles in Poland who,

short of some guarantee of a free, united and independent Poland,

would welcome one of the two " Austrian solutions," particularly

if it took the form of the union of Galicia to the Kingdom of Poland

under the rule of Charles Stephen.
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It is the general impression among the intelligent and inde-

pendent Poles as well as of Americans who have observed the

situation that the Polish factions are now so bitterly opposed to

each other that they can be really united only under outside

American pressure. It is alsothe conviction that they would not

remain united excepting through American mediation and under

American auspices. An American Commission for Polish Affairs

which had representative Americans upon it would be able to

secure and maintain also in its membership a union of the Poles.

Refusal of any faction or important Pole to join would indicate

that he put personal ambitions or partisan interests before the

cause of Poland, or else thathe put allegiance to some foreign group

before his allegiance to the United States. In our judgment, this

test should be applied impartially to the representatives of all

factions whatsoever and their final status should be determined

by the way in which they respond to this test. In addition to

putting an end to dissension and accelerating the civilian prepara-

tion for war, such a Commission could undertake also to great

advantage activity in some or all of the following directions:

1. Bring about a financial organization or unification which

would command the confidence of Poles and Americansalike.

2. Institute machinery under proper legislation by which Poles

whoare reallyloyal to the cause of America and the Allies could

be relieved of the technical status of enemyaliens.

3. Stimulate recruiting from Class Five for Polish regiments

under distinctly American control.

  

4. Form a basis for considering the problems of labor, immigra-

tion and emigration, which will be immediately urgent after the

war.

5. Provide methods by which information from all Polish

sources can be secured and organized and by which the causes of

industrial unrest can be immediately detected and the unrest

allayed.

6. Get in contact with all organized Polish groups abroad,

including Poland, and therebyalso make clear the active and

directive influence of the United States in the Polish problem,
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quieting German and Austrian propaganda and keeping the Poles

in Poland faithful to the cause of the Allies.

For reasons sufficiently indicated in the bodyof the report, the

United States is the one country which is universallyregarded as

disinterested and the one countrytherefore which would unquali-

fiedlywin and retain the confidence of Poles in Europe.

 


